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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
-

A PRQCESS EVALUATION OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENTAL CONTINUITY
INTERIM REPORT VIII

THIRD PROGRAM YEAR-COST REPORT

A. Background

sal

The Project Developmental Continuity Program (PDC).ailtis at promoting
the "social competence" or "everyday effectiveness" of children by
increasing the continuity of preschool. and elernentary schooLgoals,
methods, and services as they affect 4- through 8-jear-old children and
their families. Two distinct approaches for achieving this goal are
utilized. In the Preschool--School Linkages (PSL) approadh, physically
separate Head Start and elementary programs are linked administratively
by a PDC Council, which is comprised of teachers, parents, and
administrators from both groups and community represehtatives. Ins the,
Early Childhood Schools (ECS) approach, the Head Start and the elemen-
tary programs-are combined to create a new institution, which is
generally located in one building and administered by a PDC Council. In
both approaches a.qualitatively different educational approach is
expected to emerge as a result of the cooperation between Head Start and
elementary school administrators, teachers, and parents. Both of these
,approaches are viewed a.s potentially worthy. of wideocale implementation
if they prove successful.

The purpose of the PDC evaluation is to aid in the development of effective
programs for early childhood education. With this as a guiding objective,
there are several functions which this 'evaluation will serve. It will help
to define the program approaches by documenting the process of program
development and implementation. It will provide information about
successful and unsuccessful aspects of program implementation. In
addition, it will provide data relative to the outcome of that implementation,
espedially with respect to the.impact of PDC programs on the social
competence of children and on the institutions involved in the progrhms.

The Administration for Children', Youth, and Families (ACYF) has re-
quired that the followingfactors be examined:

the process of program development and implementation;

7
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the degree to which implementation occurs and an assessment
of program ,costs;

child development outcomes and organizational changes
resulting from program implementation; and

compliance with Head Start performance standards and
Developmental Continuity guidelines.

In order to help Meet the overall evaluation objectives, a study of PDC
program costs and resources utilized was designed and implemented.
The specific objective of the Cost Study is to collect and analyze resource
utilization data from each of the programs during the second and, third
years of funding. This report deals with the data collected during the
third program year, 1976-1977.

B. Methodology - Third Program Year

In designing the third program year Cost Study, the basic design of the
second .Year Cost Study was used, including the standardized data collection
procedures, instrumenta, ahd definitions of terms. The recording and

ci collection of data from the 12 PDC programs remained virtually the same,
except that only one visit to each site was Tade. The system was
monitored through quarterly reports submitted by each site. The Cost
Study for the third program year waS,expanded to include the determina-
tion of resources_utilized at comparison programs and to calculate the
Value of these resources. This involved conducting'interviews with the
center directors, elementary school principals, and their respective
administrative support staffs. In ti ddition, salary information was obtained
for all personnel who worked directly with or in support'a the comparison
programs. From these sources, the resources utilized and costs incurred
were tabulated and categorized into the °seven ppc program components.
The data from bothi-the PDC program and the comparison programs were
then compiled and comparisons were Made of the.similarities and
differences in resource utilization patterns,-

C. PbC Program Findings

The 'data generated from the' 12 PDC demonstration programs doCument
the flow of resources from the five major sources, and show how the
resources were utilfzed by program component and cost category. The
data also document the ftow of PDC grant funds to the 12 PDC programs.
To fthrther clarify the utilization of resources, the valtle of reources

8
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per child provides another basis for studying the cost data for the third
PDC program year. As in last year's Cost.Study, the findings are
inconclusive by themselves. Further analyses will be made by integrating
the cost data with this year's implementation data 'in the study's final
report. Below are the major findings of this year's Cost Study.

The total value of resources utilized by all 12 PDC programs
in the third year was $7,432,076. Of this _total,, 16. 9 percent
was derived from the PDC grants, 56.5 percent from partici-.
pating school districts, 10.5 percent from Head Start, 10.8
percent from other federal funds, and 5.3 percent from local
.sources.

There were 6,741 children enrolled in the 12 ppc dernonstra-
tion programs. The value of resources per child for the third
program year was $1,102. This ranged from $514 in Utah to
$1,562 in West Virgthia. The Early Childhood Schools (ECS)

livprograms averaged $1,30 per child; the PreschooI-School
Linkages (PSL) programs eraged $1,001 per child. -

.46 Of the total PDC resources, 65.2 percent wa's utilized for the
education component,'10.6 percent for administration, 9. 6
percent for services for the handicapped, 7 percent foil' devel-
opmental support services, 3;9, percent'for parent involvement,
2.2 percent for bilingual bicultural'and multicultural activities,
and 1.5' percent for training.

The six ECS programs utilized 13.4 percent of their resources
for administration, while' the six PSL programs utilized only
8.8 percent of their resources for administration. The differ-
ences between the two models for the other components *ere
small.

Of the total PDC resources; 90.8 percent was utilized for
per'sonnel, 3.7 percent for facilities, 3.0 percent for contrac-
tual services, 1.4 percent for materials, and 1.2 percent for
travel and transportation.

The total PDC grants for all 12 PDC demonstration programs
in the third program year were $1,256,276. Of this, 38.4
percent was spent on administrative services, 26.5 percent
for education, 13.3 percent for developmental support services,

9
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10 perdent for parent involvement, 5.2 percent for training;
4.3 percent for bilingual bicultural and multicultural-activities,
aniii 2.3 percentfor services for handicapped and learning
disabled children.

Of the $1,256,276 in total PDC grants, 72.0 percent was' spent
on personnel, 12.5 percent on contractual services, 6. 2 percent
on travel and transportation, 5.8 percent on materials, and
2. 5 petcent on facilities. '

D. Comparison Programs' Findings

The cost collection effort with the comparison programs encountered a
number of data collection problems. Chief among these was the absence
"of a cost accounting system similar to the one e'stablished by Developrnent
Associates for the experimental PDC programs almost two years ago.
Personnel costs were the most reliable cost data that could be collected
since actual salary and wage data were easily accessible from payroll
recotds while non-personnel costs (facilities, materials, contracts
and travel) were intermingled within a myriad of expenditure records.
Consequently, non-personnel costs collected from the comparison programs
are estimates and thus are less reliable than personnel costs. Relow are
the major findings of this year's Comparison Programs' Cost Study.

The total value of resources utilized per Child over the 11 PDC
programs that have comparison groups was $1,110; the total value
of resources utilized per child over all the comparison programs
was $918.. This difference is equal to the amount of the PDC grant
pe r child.

The personnel resources utilized per child over the ll PDC programs
thaehave comparison groups was $1, 007. The personnel resources
utilized per child over .the comparison programs was $901. The
PDC grant expenditures for personnel resources averaged $137
per child which approximates the difference betweerrthe total
personnel resources utilized per child of the 1:1-DC programs andethat
of the comparison programs.

E. Conclusions,

The intent of this report is to present data on the utilization of resources
by the PDC programs. ',These data show the extent of the contribution
made by various sources to the PDC program and how the PDC programs
utilized these resources by program component (administration,

iv
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education, etc. ) and by cost category (personnel, facilities, etc.).
No conclusions should be reached regarding the effectiveness of the PDC
program,from these data nor from the comparative analyses 6etween
the PDC and comparison programs. Questions of program effectiveness
will be addressed in the final evaluation report where integrated

1-1knalyses of the implementation, t pact, and resource tittlization' data
will be presented.
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INTRODUCTION
ON.

A. An'Overview of Project Develo2mental Contiduity

Project Developmental Continuity (PDO),. a Head Start demonstration
program, was funded by the Administration for Children, Youth,oand
Families (ACYF)1 in the sunyner of 1974. The purpose of the PDC
is to promote "greater continuity of education and c'orriprehensive
child development services for children as they make the transition
from preschool to school." The broad goal of the progrb.rn is to
thihance the social competence of the children served; that is, fo in-
crease tbeir everyday effectiveness in dealing ;with their environment.
PDC., as part of the overall Head Start improv4ment'and innovation
effort, emphasizes the involvement oftadministrators, classrtiom
staff, and phrents in formaating educational goals and developing a
comprehensive curriculum to Ensure that children receive continuous
individualized attesntion ail they progress from Head Start through the
early primary gradest

Two program approaches provide alternatiVe ways of establishing the
administrative structure for that cont4iity. In the Preschool-School
Linkages (PSL) apprciach, physically separate Head Start.and elemen-
tary programs are linked administrative1y12y a PDC Council, which
is comprised of teachers, paients, arid administrators from both
groups, and omtnuriity representatives. In the Early Childhood
Schools (ECS approach, the Head Start and the elementary programs
are combi to create a new institution, which is generally located
in ui ding and administered by a PDC Council. In both approaches
a 4ualittively different educational prograM is expected to emerge as
a re8u.c of the cooperation and coordination between Head Start and
elerne tary school administrators, teachers, ast.g.parents. In this way,

.
the pr ram will also establish 'continuity for the individual child
becauae )a child's personal nature and needs v;buld not have to be
"redls overed" each year as he moves from One .grade to the next.
tnRteald, the child becomes a fully' reCognized member Of the scho41
"family" as time passes.

1
, Formerly the Office of Child Development.
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Fifteen sites ardund the, country received ACYF funding for the 1974-75' .

school year (Program Year I) to plan for-the implementation of the
_ 'seven prescrib4 components (4 PDC. The cornponents focus on admin-

.istrative coordination between and within Head Start and the elementary
school(s); coordination a educational goals and curriculum approaches;
paient participation hi policy-making, in the.classrooin, and in other
schOol acpvities; diamprehensive support services (medical, nutritional,
and social) for children;_preservice and inservice training for teachers
and othe-r-staft and child-rearing training for parents; programs for-

-bilingual bicultural- ana multicultural children; and services for handl.-
, capped,children and children with learning disabilities. During Program

Year II, 1975-76, 14 sites,.compising a total of 42 Head Start centers
and elementary schools, implexnented PDC acco.rding to the plans they

-drew up during Year I, tested their adaptations of the' program, and
made adjustments where nedessary. During Year III, 1976-77, PDC
was expected to .12e in mature form at the' la sites that were still partici-
patirig in the progtam, with refinements being made within the framework
of the Guiaelines. ,

Puu)ose of thePD-C-Evaluation
AO

The purpoqe -of the PDC evalliation is to aid the ACYF
in the design of effective program.s for early childhood edudation.
The,evaluation attempts to do this by documenting and analyzing the
process of 'program 'development and implementation and by evaluating
program outcomes, in terms of the impact of the program on children,
teachers, and parents and on the institutions involved in the program.
The eValuationoontains two major components -- an Impact Study and

-4;an _Implementation Study. The Implementation Study has been designed
to describe arid,analyze the processes that have led to the measured
consequences of the program. The five basic purposes of the studY'
are to:

describeIhe:nature,of the PDC treatment at each site,,
including degcrbtions of program costs;

desciibe and analyze patterns in PDC implementation as
a national program;

assess the extent to Which each program has implemented
th'e basic PDC Guidelines;

s,
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. understand the factors and events that liave shaped program
implementation; and

assess similarities and differences in eweriences provided
for children ih the PDC and comparison schools.

The Impact Seudy inclUdes assessment. of:

child development outcomes ("sOcial orripeter ice");

impact an PDC staff, teachers, and administratorS; and
changes in the institutiOns and their relationships.

C. Purposof This Report

A vital'part of the Implementation Study of Project Developmental Con-

tinuity is the assessment and reporting of program costs during the
-second and third program years.1 By identifying the resources required

and determining how they were utilized in meeting program objectives,

the Cost, Study complements and enhances the Implementation Study

findings and thp results of the Impact Study.

The.purpose of this 'report is to,present the results of the Cost Study

for the third prograrh year. Thii'year's repOrt focuses on a presenta:-

tion and analysis of cost data for 12 PDC programs. (The 13th site,

the Arizona PDC program was riot included since it is being treated
spparately in tWoverall, eyaluation plan. ) In addition, the third year

Cost Study was eicpanded this year to include the' collection of cost f

data from the comparison prograins that are being used as a control

'group for the longitudinal Impact Study.

This report is organized into three chapters preceded by an Executive
Sun nary and followed by an Appendix. Chapter I gives an overview of

PDC and the evaluation effort and also disfusses the purpose and organi-

zation of the report; Chapter II covers the basic design and methodology

of the third year Cost Study; and ChaiAse-r III presents the coit data
findings for the third program year and provides a discussion of the-

major Cost Study considerations. The Appendix contains the third year

cost collection procedures, the PDC.data collection instruments, and

the-PDC Cost Study standard definitions..

1 See A Protess Evaluation of Project Developmental Continuity, Interim

Report V, Novem'ber 1976, HEW, Office of Child Development, for a

discussion, of program costs for the *second program year...
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A. Cost Study Objectives

II. METHODOLOGY

N

The objectives of the PDC Cost Study are:

to determinet r resources utilized in the program;
0.

tto calculate t pr ram dollar costs; and ,-

N

to assess the refs. ionship of program changes and outcomes
to resources utilized and'costs incurred.

During the 1975-76 program year, Development Associates (DA)
developed a comprehensive. cost *accounting system which was imple-
mented at each oi the program sites. The system requires the sites to
maintain a record of resources utilized during the year, and was
especially designed to generate cost data on the first tw G? objectives
outlined above. these recordkeeping tasks were designed not only to
generate cost data but also to assist the PDC staff in budgeting and
assess,ing the resources utilized in meeting program objectives. The
third objective of this study requires integrating the cost data with the
implementation and impact'data that were colledted.during other phases
of this evaluatioA study. This report 4s concerned onlir with thdse first
twO objecti.i.res. The third objective-wilt be ii:ddressed in the final study
report.

B. Basic Design of Cost Study

The Cost Study for the third program year of PDC was similar in
design to the Cost Study for the second program year (Interim Report V,
Noveniber 1976) and was based on the comprehensive cost data collection
system thatwas established by DA and implemented at each of the
PDC sites during the second program year. In order to minimize the
workload for recording cost data, PDC staff members were only
responsible for:

maintaiping a monthly record of all resource contributions
by PDC service component;

- 1 5
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recording staff time spent on each PDC service component
on a qu.arteily basis; and

recording grant disbursements by PDC service components.

During the first year of the Cost ttudy, DA cost specialists trained.PDC
staff in carrying out these.cost recording.activities. They also made
two additional site visit* (at six-month intervals) during which they veri-
fied all records that weretmaintained by the PDC staff and obtained list-
ings of all personnel costs and all grant expenditures to supplement the
data,being recorded.by the PDC staff.

For the third program yeak Cost Study, the process for collecting coi3t
data from the .PDC programs remained virtually the same. However,
instead of collecting the cost data at six-month intervals, only one field
visit was made to each site. These visits were-conducted between
March and Jtint 1977. During these visits, the DA cost specialists
collected the cost data that had been recorded from the first day of each
program's fiscal cycle to the date of the visit. The data for the remain-
ing program fiscal period were then estimated based on foreCasts devel-
oped with.the PDC staff. This saine forecasting procedure was used for
estimating personnel costs and grant expenditure data from the grantees',
cenVal accounting records.

It ,should be noted that .several.programs were given additional 'special
grants by ACYF for purposes of disseminating information about the
program outside their communities. These grants were separate from
the regular PDC program grants, were not given to all sites, and were
to be used for special purposes that would not impact on the children
and families being served. Thus, the dissemination grants were not
recorded as part of the PDC expenditures and are not iiicluded in this
analysis of program resourCe utilization. In a few cases, like Maryland,
Texas and West Virginia, some of the dissimination products were
utilized internally. The value 'for this resource utiliz'ation,was estimated
and is included as part of the PDC resources.

The standardized procedures, instruments, and definitions of DA's com-
prehentlive cOst accounting system are included in the Appendbc to this
report. The three elements of the system which should be kept in mind
in reviewing the findings and discussions of this cost report are:

PDC Expenditure Recording;
Contributions Reporting; and
PDC Staff Involvement.,

16
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A tliscussion of each of these elements follows.

1. PDC Expenditure Recording

In recording expenditures of PDC grant monies, each site waa
r.,equested to maintain a journal, of cash disbursements. This .

-jOurnal was used to record e,very expenditure of sPDC grant
monies and was:maintained by a designated PDC cost coordinator
at the site. For each cash disbursement entry., a notation was
entered indicating the PDC service Component for which it was
spent.. This grocedure required project staff to decide which
portion of each disbursement should be allocated to each of the
seven PDC furictiOnal categorieS (developmental support services,
eduCation, parent involvement, etc.). For example, Lf a project
purchased a set Of books on child development, and these books
were used by the curriculum coordinator in designing curricula
and were also usecrby PDC parents to learn about behavior man=
agement, a determination would be made concerning how Much
should be allocated to-the education component and how much
should be allocated to the parent involvement component. These
cost decisions were made using standardized definitions developelf
by nA. Nevertheless, these decisions were open to interpretation
and, therefore, contribute an unknown amount of error to the
4ategorization process.

Another decision that was made was that all Staff training costs
would be allocated to the training component, regardless of the
topic of training. For example, the costs of training teachers

1!n techniques of individualized instruction,is reflecte in the
training component, and not in the education compondi This
differs somewhat fram the procedures used- in the Im ementa-
tion Study where such training Is reflected in both the traiAing
and education implementation rating scores.. Similarly, parent
training and its costs are, allocated to parent involvement in the
Cost Study, but are reflected En both the parent involvement and
training components in the implementation rating scores.

2. Contributions Recording

PDC Projects receive non-cash (in.kind) contributions from Head
Start, the local schol system, other feiieral funds, and local,
5ommunity resources. These contributions may, consisk.of per-
sonnel, facilities, materials, services, or transportation': Of

17
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all the elements of DA's cost collection system, the reporting of
rion-cash (in7kind) contributions proved to be the most cumber-
some and difticult for thtbli'DC staff. The difficillties with this
particular facet of the reporting center around identifying the
contribution is "in-kind," and then estiinatallt its monetary value.
For example, if a loCal community leader addressed a meeting
of parents and teachert:ron the value of proper nutrition, would
his/her services be considered a contribution: to the PDC effort
and what monetary value would be assigned to the services pro-
vided? Once these two issues were resolved, &determination
of which PDC service component to credits would then be made.

Discrepancies surrounding the contributions issue were common
at all sites throughout the sedond and third program years. DA
responded to all written and telephone Inquiries that were made
by the sites in an effort to resolve difficulties which arose. In
this manner inquires were resolved as they developed; but, new
issues continued to develop as the programs matured. The issue'
"was finally resolved by requiring each site to record' all possible
items, persons,, oy services which might be considered contribu-
tions and to categOrize them on a monthly basis according to one
of the seven service components. DA cost specialists then re-
solved specific doubts concerning categorizations during the cost
collection site visit. The DA cost specialist together with the
PDC staff: (a) determined whether or not the contributiOn should
be accounted for, (b) determined if the contribution had been
credited appropriately to the,proper PDC service component(s),
and (c) established a,fair market value for the contribution.

The process of identifying, categorizing, and assigning a fair
market value to all PDC contributions was easily resolved during

"the cost collection visits by the DA cost specialist and the PDC
staff.,. Any item, person, or service Hist was used for PDC pro-
gram objectives (other than those purchased with PDC grant.
monies) was considered a non-cash (in-kind) contribution. With
the assistance of the PDC staff, the cost specialist determined
the proper component to credit for the contribution. Assigning
a local fair market value was facilitated by the fact that a vast
majority of the contributions were services and personnel.
Services were valued at the normal rate that. would be charged
in the community, and personnel were valued at their hourly wage
or salary rate computed from payroll records.

DEVELOP ASSOCIATES. INC.



3. PDC Staff Involvement
4 .

In designing the coat Collection system, prime consideration was
given to minimizing the burden -on the PDC staff. The program's
implementation woUld have been seriously hindered if undue or
excessive cost accounting and reporting requirements had been
imposed on the PDC sta Therefore, the system was designed
to.generate the necessary d ta, with minimum demands on that
staff's time. Naturally; wi h 1.2 PDCprograms, the burden varied
across sites. The extent of staff involvement was discussed with'
each site and aereements were reached in order to accommodate
the sites as much as possible without compromising the validity
and reliability of the data.

C. Comparison Programs Cost Study Design

oThe Cost Study for the third program year was expanded to include the
deterrninationbf 'resources utilized at comparison programil and to
calculate their respective program dollar costs.

The process of collecting cost data from the comparison Head Start
centers and elementary schools involved conducting interviews with
the center directors andelementary school principals- Using a xlis-
cussion guide developed for this purpose, DA cost collection specialists
first acquired general operational data, such as student-teacher ratios
and numbers of support and administrative personnel. Then, the dis-
cussion focused on federal, .state, and local 'educational prqgrams and
their respective funding levels. Finally an overview of school activitiel
beyond those services provided by the regular clasaroom instructional
program wa-s obtained. Using a checklist of 22 possible activhies, DA
cost specialists acquired fiscal data on personnel and non-personnel
Costs incurrecfor budgeted for each of the Identified schoql activitiep.
The data acquired from the center directors were augmented by follow-
up discussions with school district or Head Start administrative per-
sonnel. In addition, DA cost_specjalists acquired actual or budgeted
salary information for personnel who worked directly with Head Start
throush third grade children or who provided support or administrative
services on a periodic or one-time basis. The Personnel Cost Listing
Form (Worksheet 3, see Appendix) was used for this purpose.
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By gowning the information collected from these two primary
source?, DR cost specialists were able to tabulate and-categorize
the resources and costs incurred by the comparison program into
the sev.en PDC service cbmponents. Two additional worksheets
were developed for this purpose. The first was the Control Pro-
grammatic Cost Sheet (Worksheet 6A) which was used to list the
federal, state, and local funding in five major cost categories
-- personnel, facilities, materials, contracts, and tray
second was the Control Categorical COst Sheet (Workshe 13)
Which was used to allocate the cost categorical data into the seven
PDC service components. Copies of thesegorms are also provided,
in Appendix II. The procedures used for collecting cost data at the
comparison programs are included in Appendix I.

Some fundamental issues bear on the collection of cost data frofn
the comparison programs. Briefly these issues are:

The comparisOn programs do not maintain cost accounting
records according to service components designed by DA
for PDC programs. In addition, the cost aCcounting systems
that do exist differ from site to site;

The comparison programs do not have an administration
component similar to that of PDC to facilitate the Vden-
tification.of resources used and costs incurred on PDC
activities; and, lastly

Personnel costs were the most reliable cost data that cotild
be collecte4 since actual salary and wage data are easily
accessible from payroll records. Ndn-personnel cobts
(facilities, materials, contracts and travel), however, were
intermingled within a myriad of expenditures and were no a
easily accessible. Consequently, non-personnel costs or
the comparison programs.were estimates and are less elaialle
than personnel costS. Tlus particular issue is somewhat
attenuated by the fact that 90 percent of the actual costs
incurred by the experiniental PDC PrOgrains were fox'. personnel.

. Nevertheless, DA cost specialists were able to acquire and categorize
resources utilized and costs incurred by the comparison programs in
carrying gflt activities similar tO those of PDC which affect their Head
Start tig4.3...411 third grade classes.

A presentation of data and a discussion of findings at both the PDC
experimental and control sites is.provided in the following chapter.

2 o
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III. t'INDINGS

This chapter highlights the major findings of.the Cost*Stady and also includes
some of the key,issues which,must be icept in mind while reviewing the PDC'
program resource utilization findings. Additionally, a series o.f exhibits
showing the value of resources utilized is presented and discussed. Follow-
ing this section, the chapter fociuses on-the issues of collecting cest data .

from the comparison programs followed by the presentatioif of these data.

41.

Major -Findings

The majdr findings of the.Cost Study for the PDC third program year
'are as follows:

'The total value of resources utilized by all 12 PDC programs
in the third year was $7,431,076. Of this total, 16. 9 percent
was derived from the PDC grants, 56.5 percent from partici-
pating school districts, 10.5 p cent frorn Head Start, 10.8
percent from other federal funds, and 5.3 percent from local
sources.

There were 61 741 children enrolled in e 12 PDC demonstra=
tion programs. -. The value of reaourc s per child for the third
program year was $1,102. This ran d from $514 in Utah to
$1,562 in West Virginia. Tiie Early Childhood Schools (ECSi
programs averaged $1,309 per child; the Preschool-School
Linkages (PS.L) programa averaged $1,001 per child.

Of the total PDC resources, 65.2 percent was ,utilized for the
educationcomponent, 10.6 peicent for administration, 9. 6
percent for' services for the handicapped, 7. 0 percent for devel-
opmental support services, 3. 9 percent for parent involve-
ment, 2.2 percent for bilingual bicultural and multicultural
activities, and 1.5 percent for training.

The six ECS'programs utilized 13.4 peicent of their resources
'for administration,'while the six PSL programs utilized oh*
8.8 percent of their resources for administration. The differ-
ences.between the two models tor the other components were
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Of the total PDC resources, 90.8 percent was utilized for
personnel, 3.7 percent for facilities, 3.0 percent for contrac-
tual services, 1.4 percent for materials, and 1.2 percent for
travel and transportation.

Le

The total PDC grants for all 12 PDC dtmonstration programs
in the third program 'year were $1,256,276. Of this, 38.4
percent was spent on administrative services', 26.5 percent
for education, 13.3 percent for developmental support ser-
vices, 10 percent for parent involvement, 5.2 percent for
training, 4.3 percent,for bilingual bicultural and multicultural
activities, and 2.3 percent for services for handicapped and
learning disabled children.

Of the $1, 2 56, 276 total PDC grants, 72.0 percent was spent
on personnel, 12.5 percent on contractual services, 6.2 per-
cent on travel and transportation, 5.8 percent on materials,
and 2.°5 percent-on facilities.

The total value of resources utilized per child over the 11 PDC
programs thathave comparison groups was $1,110 ; whereas, the
total value of 'resources Utilized per child over all the comparo.
ison programs was $918. This difference is approximately
equal to the amount of the PDC grantper child.

The personnel resources utilized per child over the 11 PDC
programs that have comparison groups was $1,007. The person-
nel resources utilized per child over the comparison programs
was $901. The PDC grant expenditures for personnel re-
Sources averaged $137 per child which a7roximates the
difference ltetween the total personnel resources utilized
per child of the PDC programs and that of the comparison
programs.

B. PDC Cost Considerations

The PDC Programs utilize and coordinatt services and support from
local education agencies, Head Start, other federally funded programs,
local 'community organizations, parents, and other individuals. Mo t

tthe support from community agencies ancliciliViduals is obtained
form of personal services by classroom vo wIteers, parent vo

teers, nurdes, nutritionists, and social workers born loccalagencies

2 2
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These services were converted to a monetary value in order to.ascertain
the value of the resources committed by the various sources. Thus,
exCept for the PDC grant expenditure figures, all dollar figures reported
in the Study representthe monetary value of goods and services received
61the program. They are resources utilized towards meeting program
objectikieS and aie"not cash expenditures Made by_the program.. Only
PDC grant expenditures should be thought of as cash expended. This
difference is extremely imli-Ortant to bear in Mind, especially when
reviewing the value of resources utilized per child at each program.
This figure represents the monetary value of all resources.that were
utilized in the PDC effort divided by the numbez TA-PDC children. It
does not represent a cash expenditufre figure per child, and thus the
term "cost per child" is not used. Theintent of ACYF is for each pro-
gram to coordinate aU available resources towiirds meeting PDC objec-
tives. The PDC grazg monies were never meant to fund the total
program effort bui to facilitate the mobilization of viisting resources.
The kralue of resources utilized per child measures glis effort.

An additional issue that should be considered is that the Cost Study find-
ings alonelare not indicative of a program's effectiveness or efficiency.
The value xd resources utilized by a program does not measure program
success. Each of the 12 PDC sites has its own distinct operational fea-
tures and programmatic needs which distinguish it irom the other sites.
The Cost Study findings, reflect the diversity'of the 12 prograrris. This
is especially apparentfin 'the value of resources utilized per Child, which
ranged from $514 at one program to $1,562 at another. Even if dis-
counted for regional cost differences the variances among the programs
remain large. PDC guidelines were designed to permit each individual
program to deal with and to develop its potential within the existing
environment and available resources. Thus, the value of resources
utilized per child may be a func" tion of the availability of resources
rather than of program efforts or success. To measure a program's
effeativeness accurately, one must be able to state, in objective quan-
tifiable terms, what alckmplishments have been achieved. .Th -fatio
of the dollar value of resources utilized to quantifiable levels irogram
implementation or impact on PDC children Should indicate a program's
effectiveness. If, for instance, a given program were able to achieve
higher implementation ratings than another program by maximizing its
available resources, it may be considered more "effective." U it wpre
able to attain a higher implementation rating than another program by
Minimizing its expenditures, it may be considered more "efficient,"
The purpose of this Cost Study is not to determine program effectiveness ,
or efficiency, but rather to identify and tabulate the resources (cash
and non-cash) which were utilized to benefit PDC children during the
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,

d program yearl An assessmeCt of the relationship of program
implementation and im.pact levels to resources utilized wil
addressed'in the final PDC evaluLation report. It will incor orate
measurable indices of impact and implementation with the value of
resources utilized.

The valueid of resou*teew.bave 'not been adjusted for regional,coAt.
differences arnotkg the sites. The feasibility 'of doing this wad

. assessed, and it was determined that only Minor differences in the
,dollar amou,:nts would result. More importantly, the purpose of this
report is to describe and to analyze the distribution of resources
utilized \by component, source, and cost category, within sites and
across sites. Discounting the dollar values of those resources to
take into account the redional cost differences at the various sites,
does not change those distributions.

In the following section we. present the cost data for the 12 PDC pro-
grams during the third program year.. These data are presented in
the following six major paragkaphs:

5

Value of Program Resources by Source;
2. Value of Resources Utilized Per .Child;
3. Value \of Resources Utilized by PDC Program Component;
4. pDC Grant lExpenditures by Program Component;
5. Value of-Resources Utilized by Cost Category; and
6. pDC Grant Expenditures by Cost Category.

Within each of these paragraphs, the percent distribution of resources
over aU programs is provided as well as the percent distribution for
the ECS and PSL models. A discussion of possible factors that explain
individual program variation is also included.

C. PDC Prograrn.Cost Studyfindings

1. Value of Program Resources by Source

Fxhibit 1 shows the total value of resources utilized by source.
the total prOgrarn resources for all 12 programs were
$7,, 432; 076. Lndividual program resources ranged from $361,712
for the Michigan program to $1,298, 032 for the Florida program.
The mean amount was $619,340.

Several types of sources provided operational redourcp for the
prograrns. PDC grants accounted for only 16. 9 percent of the
resources over all sites.

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES.



PDC

EXHIBIT 1

VALUE OF PROGRAM RESOURCES BY SOURCE
THIRD PROG RAM YEAR

HEAD START
PDC PROGRAMS .

ECS PROGRAMS

Dollass

4

Percent Dollars

IOWA 107, 313 22. S $ 31, 251

MARYLAND 115, 850 41, 186

MICHIGAN 103,510 28, 6 28, 198

TE X.AS 99,106 25. 7 8, 540

WASHINGTON 104,233 18. 6 65, 653

WEST VIRGINIA 101,583 24. 6 32, 521

ECSTOTALS $631, 695 21. 7 $207, 349

PSL PROGRAMS

CALIFORNIA $ 89, 293 ?S.4 $ 72, 510

COLORADO 98, 477 13.9 25,867

CONNECTICUT 128, 850 11.9 187,422
0.

FLORIDA 90, 54; 7.0 164, 759

dEORGIA 92, 337 18.6 44, 595

UTAH 125, 082 22.7 79, 902

PSL TOTALS
'11$

624, 581 13. 8 II $575,055

PDC TOTALS $1, 256, 276 16. 9 $782, 404

ercent

6. 5

- 5.8

,7. 8

2.2

11.7

7. 9

SCHOOL DISTRICT OTHER FEDERAL

Dollact Percent Dollars Percent

I

266, 738 55. 9 $ 65, 986 13. 8

473, 082 66. 6 54, 523 7. 7

183, 488 50.7 8, 828 2. 4

156, 469 40. 5 102, 389 26. 5

226,399 40.4 108, 428 19.

143,878 34. 9 77, 110 18.7

1.1 $1, 450, 054 49. 8 $417, 264 14. 3

19.0 $ 123, 690

3. 6 516, 960

17.2 667, 032

12.7 878, 506

9. 0 284, 427

14'.S 277,221

12.7 $2, 747, 836

1'

10. 5

32. 4

61. 4

67. 7

57.3

50.2

13, 528

63, 492

2, 004

8, 995

42, 478

sq., 950

3.

9. 0

6. 6

10. 7

8. 6

9. 2

LOC

Dollars

$ 6,242

25, 831

37, 688

19, 780

56, 070

57, 299

$202 910

$ 83, 110

3, 218

31, 029

25, 230

32, 554,

13, 744

TOTAL

Percent Dollars Percent*
rt.

100

100

100

100

100

1. 3

346

$ 477., 530

710, 472

10. 4 361,712

5. 1 386, 384

10. 0 560, 783
1

13. 9 412, 391 100

7. 0 7$2, 909, 272 100

21. 8 $ 382, 131

0. 5 , 708, 014

2. 9 1, 086, 337

1.9 I 1,298,032

6. 6 496, 391

3. 4 551, 899

$4,197.890

60. 8 $381, 447

56. , $798, 711

8. 4

10. 8

$193, 885 4. 3 $4, 522, 804

$396,795 5, 3 $7, 432, 076

100

100

100

100

100

*.perceniages may not always total 100. 0 due to rounding.
2 ..) 2 d
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I.

'The largest cetntribution, 56.5 pe ent, came from the school
district., Head Start contribute 0.5 percent; other federal,
10.8 percent, and other local sources contributed, 5.3 percent.

Within sites, ,the amount of the PDC grant compared ,to all pro-
gram resouices.varied from 7.0 percent in Florida to 28.6 per-,
,cent in Michigan. This variability is not so much a function of
the size of the,PDC grant, but of the ,availabillty, of re,pources. in
each c_ornmunity. For example, the size of r/---'1
the grants in Florida and Michigan only differed by approximately
$13,000; but the total Nialue of resources Obtained bit. the Florida

~program was $1,298.032; whereas, the totoal value (4 thd resources
obtained_byAhe_Michigan program was $341,712. The value of
total resources is,howevex, highly relatecrto the size of the pro-
grarn4as, defined by the numbe; of children served in Head Start
through third grade. (R.ank-cirder Correlation = .81).
'

u 9
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The proportion of resources contributed by source is illustrated
in Exhibit 2. An analysis of this distribution illustrates the
seciondary nature of PDC grant moiiles and highlights the substan-
tial input ilroin the school districts. However, aggregating the
three federal revenue sources (PDC, Head Start, other federal)
elevates the percent contribution of these sources to
38.2 percent of the total program resources utilized during the
third year of the PDC effort.

EXHIBIT 2

Percent Distribution of Total P.DC Program
4- Resources by Source

Exhibit 3,shows the percent distribution of resources for'the
ECS programs and the PSL programs for each of the five'sourtes
of resources: PbC, Head Start, School District, Other Federal,
and Local. 'The PDC grants for the ECS programs represent a
larger proportion (21.7%) of the total programresources than
.forthe.PSL programs (13.8%). Similar differences were found
for "Other Federal" and "Local" contributions. "Other Federal"
coritributioris made up 14.3 percent of the total ECS program re-
sources, but ,only 8.4 percent of the total PSL program resources.
"Local." contribution& made up 7.0 percent of the total.ECS pro-
gram 'resources, but only:4.3 percent of the total PSL program
resources. The opposite relationship was found for the "Head
Start" and ':School District" contributions. Head Start funds mad
made tri 12.7 percent of the total VSL programresources and

,
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7.1 percent of the total ECS program revenues. "Sdhool District"'
resources made up 60.8 percent of the total PSL program re-
sources and 49.8 percent of the total ECS program resources.

E*HIBIT 3

Percent Distribution of Total Resources
by Source and Model

Sources of Resources

.PDC
Head Start
School District
Other Federal
Local,

Total Resburces

Early Childhbod
School (ECS)

21.7%
7.1

49.8
14.3
7.0

100.0%*
* Percentages may not total 100.0 due to rounding.

Preschool-School
Linkages (PSL)

13.8%
12.7
60.8
8.4
4. 3

100.0%

An analysis of the total program resources utilized for each of
the two PDC program models shows several substantial differ-
ences. Of the total 1976-77 PDC resources of $7,432,076, the six
PSL programs account for 60.9 percent and the six ECS programs
account for 39.1 percent. This difference may be attributed to
the fact that the Preschool-School Linka& (PSL) programs had an
enrollment almost twice as large as the.Early Childhood Schools
(ECS) programs. The figures show 4,312 students were enrolled
in the PSL programs; 2,2.22 were enrolled in the ECS programs.

2. Value of Resources Utilized Per Child

Exhibit 4 shows the value of resou s utilizeclper_child at each
program. Asnoted above', the total re urces expended by all
PDC programs amounted to $7,432,07 . During the third year
the program served 6,741 children, resulting in an average value
per child of $1,102. The West Virginia program had, the highest
value per child ($1, 562) of all ECS programs and, indeed, of all
PDC programs. The Michigan program, with a $996 'resource
utilization per child, was the lowest of the ECS programs. Of

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES,
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EXHIBIT 4

VALUE OF RESOURCES UTILIZED PER CHILD

EARLY CHILDHOOD SCHOOLS AND FitESCHOOL SCHOOL LINKAGE PROGiAMS

PDC PROGRAMS
..

TOTAL RESOURCES TOTAL CHILDREN RESOURCES PER CHILD

ECS PROGRAMS _

_
IOWA s 477, 530 383 $1, 247

MARYLAND 710, 472 521 1, 364

MICI-fIGAN _361, 912 363
_

. 996

TEXAS 386, 384 314 1, 230

WASHINGTON 560, 783 377 1, 488

WEST VIKGINIA 412, 391 264
..

1, 562
4.

ECS TOTAlS $2, 909;272 2, 222 $1,309.

PSL PROGRAMS

CALIFORNIA $ 382, 131_ 292 $1, 309

901.1ORADO 708, 014
..,

483 ' 1, 466 ,

CONNECTICUT 1, 086, 337-., 946 .1,148
FL6RIDA ,, 1, 298, 032 1, 229 1, 056

GEOKelti ' 496, 391 495 1 t 003

UTAH 551, 899" 1, 074 -514

PSL TOTALS $4, 522, 804 4, 519 $1, 001
,=---

_
. .

.

PDC TOTALS $7, 432, 076 6, 741 $1,102

,

,

3i

1

00



the PSL programs, the Colorado program had-the highest value
of resources utilized per child with $1,466. The Utah program
averaged $514 per child, the lowest of the PSL programs and
the lowest of all PDC programs. Exhibit 4 also shows the aver-
age value of resources utilized per child for the six ECS programs
and the six PSL programs. The ECS programs had a value of
$1,309 per child while the PSL programs had a value pet child of
$1,001.

The value of resources utilized per child shown in Exhibit 4,illus-
trates the mobilizakion of available resources by the program.
Except for the Utah site, the value of resources per child ranged
from $996 to $1,562. Utah, _with a value of $514 per child, had an
extremely-low per child value compared to the other sitest How-
ever, the fact that it has the second largest enrollment of PDC
children (1,074) may account for the low value per child.-- No site
implementation visit was made to the Utah site this year and,
consequently,, no programmatic data exist to account for the wide
difference. Therefore, no implementation ratings will be avail-
able to correlate the ratings to resources generated.

3. Value of Resources Utilized by Program Component

Exhibit 5 shows the resources utilized by PDC program compo--
nent. Of the total resources utiliied among all 12 PDC programs
during the third program year, the largest share (65.2%) was .

utilized in the education component. The second largest share
(10.6%) was for administratiire Services. This was followed by
services for the handicapp'ed and the learning disabled (9.6%),
developmental support services (7.0%), parent involvemen_t acti-
vities (3.9%), services for bilingual bicultural and multicultural
children (2.2%), and preservice and inservice training (1.5%).
This distribution is illustrated in Exhibit 6.
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V.

ECS PROGRAMS

IOWA

MARYLAND

MICHIGAN

TEXAS )

WASHIy,dpN

WEST VIRGINIA

TOTALS

r- UM' IT .
VALUE OF RESOURCES UTILIZED BY PDC PROGRAM COMPONENT

THIRD PROC RAM YEAR
ADMINISTRA-

TION EDUCATION

Dollars

PSL PROGRAMS

CALFFORNIA

COLORADO

CONNECTICUT

FLORIDA

GEORGIA

UTAH

35,831

91,908

71,784

35,737

36, 049

120, 276

091, 585

_12011ack S6- .

7. S

12, 9

19. 8

9. 2

6. 4

29. 2

$337, 516

473, 800

223, 704

213, 289

402, 304

178, 495

70. 7

66. 7

61.8

55.2

71.7

43.3

13. 5 , f29,108 62. 9

40, 318

43, 861

74, 901

131 988

43.-898

62 125

10: 6 $283, 374

6. 2 598, 127

7. 0 651, 233

10. 2 763, 208

8. 8 334, 694

11. 3 382, 175

1

74. 2

84. 5

59. 9

58. 8

67. 4

69.2

BL-11C /VC

bollars S6

$ 0

21, 120

183

25, 8413

12, 870

13, 479

$73, SOO

HANDICAPPED PARENTS

0. 0

.3. 0

0. 1

6. 7

2. 3

1 3

2. 5"

$ 10. 526

9, 181

14, 332

43, 761

1 697

7, 516

_2. 8

1. 3

1. 3

3. 4

0. 3

1. 4

Dollats Dollars

$ 71, 356

4,033'

188

69, 987

43, 009

49, 774

5238, 347

5 12, 406

3. 174

148, 866

256-164

25. 520

29 070

15475, 200

;

$12, 446

47, 552

23, 434

I13,687

18, 343

14, 609

8. 2 13q 071

3. 2

0 4

13. 7

19. 7

5. 1

5. 3

10, 857

16, 706

75, 450

18, 577

17, 401

22, 297

PSL TOTALS 397.091 8. 8 at2,811 66 6 $ 87, 013 1. 9 10 5 161, 288

PDC TOTA LS 8788 676 10.4 841,919 6522 160, 513 2 2 p713 547 9 6 291, 359

Percentage may not always t otal 100.0 due to rounding.

DSS TVINING TOTAL

Dollaii

2. 6 117, 960 3.8 $ 2, 421 0. 5 $477, 530 100

6. 7 59, 924 8. 4 12, 135 1, 7 710, 472 100

6. 5 40, 175 11:1 2, 244 0. 6 361,712 100

3. 5 19, 168 5.0 ft, 668 2. 2 386, 384 .100

3. 3 34, 161 6. 1," 14, 047 2, 5 560, 783 100

3. 5 32, 036 7. 8 3, 722 0. 9 412, 391 100

$203, 424 7. 0 $43 237 1. 51a 909,272 100 N

2. 8 $ 18, 666 4. 9 5, 984 1. 6 382, 131 100-0
2. 4 36, 445 5. 1 520 0. 1 708, 014 100

6. 9 99, 930 9. 2 21 625 2 1,086 337 loa
1.4 79.238 6.1 5, 096 0 1 298 032 loo

3. 5 40, 360 8. 1 32 821 6. 496 391 loo

4. 0 46, 110 8. 4 2 606 O. 5 551' 899 100

3, 6 20, 749 7. 1 '68, 652 1. 5 , 522 B04 100

3.9 24, 173 7. 0 111. 889 1. 517 432,076 100

3,4
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The most striking variation from the typical pattevi of resources
utilized among the seven PDC components is found in the Iow
site. No.resources were'allocated for services tOr bilingual
cultural And Multicultural educational activities; while o
12 PDC sites, the average percentage share was 2.2 p rcént of
the fatal resources. The lack of effort in this particular compo-
nent by the Iowa program reflects the racial, ethnic, and dominant
language .characteriptics of its target group: Michigan is another
PDC program which recorded a low level of resource utilization in
the bilingual bicultural and multicultural component. In the case
of Michigan, limited English-speaking Head Start children are
placed injt9 the school district's Title I pre-kindergarten and kin-
dergarteifprograms. Similarly, limited English-speaking child-
ren at, the elementary level are placed in a 9earate program..
Georgia allocated only a 0.3 percent of its resources to bilingual
bicultural and multicultural activities. A hough no site imp19-
mentation visit was made to the Georgia program this yearto
document their level of activitiy, the cost study data indicate a low
priority in this area at that Etite. Thd training component at the
Georgia site reflects the priority of the Georgia program. Over all
the 12 sites, the average percentage share for training was 1.5
percent. The Georgia site allocated 6,7 percent of its resources
to training.

.EXHIBIT 6.

Percent Distribution of Total Program
Resources by PDC Component*

*Pementages may not always total 100.0 due to rounding.
t
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_Differences among the sites were also found in the area of
services for the handicapped. However, in this particular
instance the extent of resources utilized -was more a ftuiction
oft.he state or school district policy and program than of the
PDC con-imitment. Sites in which handicapped or learning dis-
abled children are not served in the regular classroom because
of state or district policy will show a low level of resource
utilization for the handicapped component. On the other hand,
sites which promote mainstreaming will have a high level of
resources for the handicapped component. ,

,-

As shown in Exhibit 7, the distribution of resources utilized
among PDC 'components for the ECS Models was similar to the
distribution for the PSL models. The widest disparity etween
the two models occurred in the administiation compon nt. The
ECS model programs expended 13.5 percent of their funds on
,the administration component, while the PSL model programs
expended only 8,8 percent of their funds on this component.

EXHIBIT 7

Percent Distribution of Total Resources
Utilized by Component and Model

Early Childhood
School Models

Preschool-School'
Linkages Models

Administration 13.5% 8.8%
Education 62.9 66.6
Services to Bilingual 2.5 1.9

Bicultural and Multi-
cultural Children

Services to the Handi-
capped and Learning

8.2 10.5

Disabled
Parent Involvement . 4.5 3.6
Developmental Support 7.0 7.1

Services
Training 1.5 1.5

Total 100. (Y% 100.0%

Percentages may not total 100.0 due to rounding.
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4. PDC Grant Expenditures by Program.Component

Exhibit 8 presents the PDC grant expenditures by component.
The total grant award,for all programs was $1,256,276; Of
this total, 38.4 percent was spent for administrativ services,
26°. 5 percent for education, 4.3 percent for bilingua bicultural
and multicultural activities, 2.3 percent for handicap d ser-
vices, 10.0 percent for parent involvement, 13.3 perc t for
developmental support services, and 5.2 percent for traL
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; ADMINISTRA-1
TION

ECS PROGRAMS

32 381

47 791

51, 393

29 664

, 31, 281

10 2

41. 2

49. 6

29. 9

30. 6

IOWA

MA RYLAsND

MICHIGAN'

TEXAS

WASHINGTON

WEST. VI FIGINIA 52 147 51:3

EC S TO1`1% LS T.44:657 38. 7.

PSL PROGRAMS

CALIFORNIA $ 34., 819 39. 0 ;

COLORADO 43, 196 t. 9
CONNECTICUT 30, 279 23. 5

FLORIDA 47, 430 52, 4

GEORGIA 33 627 36. 4

UTAH 413, 492 38: 8

PSL TOTALS 1237, 843 3821

PDC TOTALS $482 500 38 4

EXHIBIT 8
PD( GRANT EXPENDITURES BY PROGRAM COMPONENT

MOD PROFRAM-YEAR

EDUCATION BL-Bc /Mc / HA NDIC /4WD I PARENTS

Drillart q; Do)lamnollnre

51, 652 48. 1 . 0 0.'0 1, 832 117 6, 733 6.3

18, 551 16. 0 21, 120 18. 2 0 0.0 3 186 2. 8

14, 241 13,8 ' ,182 0. 2 '0 Q. (;) 17, 493 16. 9

39, 004 39. 3 9, 447 9. 5 413 0, 4 6, 926 7. 0

53, P63 51 8 603 0. 6 2, 761 2. 6 5, 926 5. 7

28, 146 27. 7 3, 593 3'. 5 7 113 7. 0 4, 875 4, 8

_Dollar/

;

205, 557

22 527

2, 861

44, 918

365

10. 642

"45, 555

126;868

332, 425

Percentages may not alwayo total 100. 0 due to ro

k 38

32. 5 $34, 945 5. 5

25. 2 $ 2, 990

2. 9 7 912

34:9 6, 665

0. 4 66

11, 5 1 642

36.,1 227

20. 3 $19, 502

412, 119 2, 0 IL 45, 139 7. 2

3. 4

8.13\

'5. 2

o. 1

1. 8

0. 2

1. 1

26. 5 $54 447 4. 3

84

3.174

1,729

4, 866

6, 996

$16 849

28,968

O. 1

3, 2

O. 0

0.0

5. 3

5. 6

2. 7

2. 3

9, 38\9

15, 279

23, 004

16, 1951
.1

9, 098

8, oss

81,053

126,192

DSS TRAINING

....1:4211ant

12, 294

14, 106

18, 237

6, 034,

4 , 851

4, 630

11. 5

12. 2

17;6

6. 1

4. 6

4. 6

$ 60, 152

TOTAL

,*Dolljux_k_

$ 2 421 2. 3s 107, 313 100

11, 096 9 6 115. 850 100

1, 964 1. 9 103 510 100

7 718 7 8 99,206 100

4,848 4.6 ,104 233 100

1, 079 1. 1 101, 583 100

9. 5.529, 126 4. 61; 631, 695 100

10.5 $ 14,755 16.5 4,729 5.3 89,293 100

15.5 25,535 26.0 520* 0.5 98,477 100

17.9 8.,091 6.3 14 164 11.0 128,850 100

17.9 22,191 24:5 4,295 4.7 90,542 100

9.8 21,926 23.8 10.536 11.4 92.337 100

0,5 13,886 11.1 1,838 1.5 125,082 100

13, $106,384 17.0 .36 082 5. 024 581 100

10.0 66, 536 13. 3 $ 65 208 5. 2 256. 276 100



Exhibit 9 illustrates the distribution of PDC grant expenditures
by service component. PDC grants ranged from $128,850 at
the Connecticut site to $89,293 at the California site, both inci-
dentally PSL programs. The PDC budgets submitted to ACYF
for the third program year reflected each Program'ivindividual-
ized progranimat1c needs: Given the degreeilf success in the
prior "start-up" year of a particular programmatic emphasis,
the third program year activities varied from site to site. This
variation in activities is re ected in the different amountVf the.,
PDC grant awards.

1

EXHIBIT'9

Percent Distribution of PDC Grant
Expenditures by Component*

*Percentages may not total 100.0 due to founding.

As a percentage of the total PDC program resources utilized;
PDC grants ranged from 7.0 percent at the Florida site to 28...6
percent at the Michiga,n site. The data show that ECS programs,
in comparison to PSL programs, obtained a higher percentage of
their total resources from ACYF.

The size of the PDC grant averaged $284 per child for the six
ECS sites and $1,138 per child for the six PSL sites. Since the
sizem of the grant awards were similar, thedifference in these
statistics was due to the larger ghild dhrollment at the PSL
sites than at the ECS sites.
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There were differences among, the programs 'th how they allocated
the PDC grant funds to the seven program .Components. These -

differences were.rnainly a factor of the other .resources available /
to the program in its particular commimity. There was no rreed
to expend PDC Monies on components where other resourced were
readily available. If the resources were not available, PDC then
had to make a decision to'spend its federal dollars on a particular
activity. .

5. Value of Resources Utilized by Cost 6ategory

Exhibit 10 presentth the distribution of total PDC resources within
five major, cost accounting categories: personnel, facilities,
materials and supPlies, contractual seririceS, and travel and trans-
portation. During the third program year, the total PDC resources
amounted to $7,432,076. Over a.311 12 PDC programs, 90'. 8 percent
of the total resources were allocated for personnel, 3.1 - -
percent fOr facilities, 1. 4 percy/ent for Materials and supplies,
3.0 percent for contractual services, and 1.24percent for travel
and transportatiOn.

41.
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PERSONNEL

EXHIBIT 10

VALUE OF RESOURCES UTILIZED BY COST CAMGORY
OGBAM YEAR

FACILITIES MATERIALS CONTRACTS TRAVEL
PDC PROGRAMS

Dollars % . Dollars Dollars % Dollars Dollars

ECS PROGRAMS

IOWA $ 461, 291 96. 6 $ 1, 765 O. 4 $ 6, 386 '1. 3 $ 3, 496 0. 7 $ 4, 592

MARYLAND 569,787 80.2 122, 216. 17.2 7, 140 , 1. 0 5, 649 0. 8 5, 680

MICHIGAN 310, 581 85. 9 17, 671 4. 9 6, 573 1. 8 18, 'l11. 5. 0 8,776

TEXA$ 331, 039 85. 7 . 6, 433 1. 7 20, 571 3 20, 790 0:5. 4 7, 551

WASHINGTON 529, 740 94.4 8, 323 1. 5 6, 457 1. 2 8, 853 1. 6 7, 410

.WEST VIRGINIA 328, 046 79. 5 7,411 1.8 11, 121 2. 7 52, 503' 12. 7 13, 510

ECS TOTALS $2, 530, 484 87. 0 $163, 819 5. 6 $58, 248 2. 0 $109, 202 3. 8 $47, 519

PSL PROGRAMS

CALIFORNIA $ 347, 725 91.0 $ 13, 892 3. 6 $ 5, 144 1. 4 $ 12, 208 3. 2 $ 3,162

COLORADO 680, 475 4 96. 1 6, 183 0. 9 7, 127 1. 0 9, 210 1. 3 5, 019

CONNECTICUT '987, 187 90. 9 72, 750 6. 7 2, 716 0.0 16, 572 1. 5 7, 112

FLORIDA 1, 237, 635 95. 3 6, 937 0. 5 8 466 0. 7 34, 697 2. 7 10, 297

GEORGIA 456, 314 91. 9, 5, 665 1. i 16 649 3. 4 11, 489 2. 3 6, 274

UTAH 505, 272 91. 6 4, 355 0. 8 425 0. 7 32,1.26 5. 8 6, 121

PSL TOTALS $4, 214, 608 93. 2 $109, 782 2. 4 $ 44, 127- 1: 0 $116-, 302 2. 6 $37, 985

PDC TO+ALS $6;745, 092 90. 8 $273, 601 $102, 375 1. 4 $225, 504 3. 0 $85,504

TOTAL

I Doll=

1. 0 i $ 477, 530

0. 8 1 710, 472

2. 4 361, 712

1. 9 346,384

. 1.3 540, 743

3.3 412,391

100'

100

100

100

100

100

1. 6 $2, 909, 272 100

% 0.8 $ 382,131 100

0. 7 708, 014 100

0. 7 1, 086, 337 100

0.8 1,298,032 100

1. 3 , 496, 391 100

1. 1 551, 899 100

0.8 $4,522,804 100

1.2 $7,432,076 100

Percentages may not always total 100. 0 due to rounding.
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Exhibit 11 further illustrates the percent distribution of PDC,
resqurces by cost category. The percent of resources allOcated
for personnel averaged 90.8 percent for all 12 PDC programs.
,The percents for indiiridual sites ranged from 79.5 percent in
West Virginia to 96.6 percent in Iowa. The percent of resources
allocated for facilities was 3.7 percent over all 12 sites. Two

--sites allocated significantly larger percentages of their resources
to this cost category. The Maryland program allocated 17.2 per-
cent, while the Connecticut program allocated 6. 7 percent. These
findings can be accounted for by the faát that both programs are
located in counties in which the cost of facilities is extreniely
high. In the materials category, the Texas program allocated
5.3 percent of its resources to this category, as opposed to 1.4
percent for all_12 PDC sites and 2.0 percent for all six ECS
programs. Georgia allocated 3.4-percent of its resources to
materials', as opposed. to an-average for the six PSL programs
of 1.0 percent. There is no apparent reason for these differences
other than they reflect program decisions to eitherAurchase
materials or to incorporate existing material resources into the
PDC effort. In fact, Texas and Georgia actually did expend a
large percentage of their PDC grant funds for materials. Finally,
West Virginia allocated a large percentage of its resources on
contractual services. Of their total resources, 12. 7 percent
were allocated to this cost category, while the average rate for
all 12 PDC programs was 3.0 percent. The reason for this
finding is that a portion of the dissemination grant funds that they
received were utilized within the PDC program to contract for the
production of a PDC movie. Since the filthwas to be used within
the PDC community to improve -the program's public 'relations
image and to promote awareness within the PDC community,
these funds were considered as part of the total PDC resourcei3
at that site and included,in the "Other Federal" category.

EXHIBIT 11
Percent Distribution of PDC Resources by Cost Category*

4.1

*Percentages may not total
100.0 due to rounding.
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The distribution pf Plig,resources by cost category for the
six ECS programs and the six /i'SL programs are presented
in EXhibit 12. The total value of resources for the six ECS
programs was $2,909,272. Of this total, 87 percent was
allocated for personnel, 5.6 percent for facilities, 2.0 per-\
cent for materials and supplies, 3.8 percent for contractual
services, and 1.6 percent for travel and transportation:
The total value of resources for the six PSL programs was
$4,522,804. Of this total, 93.2 percen was allocated for
personnel, 2.4 percent for,facilities, 1. 0'eet for.
materials and supidies, 2.6 percent for,contractual services,'
and 0.8 percent for travel and transportation.

EXHIBIT 12

Percent Distribution of Total Resources
by Cost Category

6

Cost>Category ECS PSL

Personnel 87.0% 93.2%
Facilities 5.6 2.4 4.

Materials 2.6 1.0
Contracts 3.8 2.6
Travel 1.6 0.8

Total 100.0% 100.0%

6. PDC GrantEendUlost Cate or
Exhibit 13 presents the PDC grant expenditures by cost category
for the 12 PDC sites. The total amount of the PDC grants over
all programs for the third program year was $1,256,276. Of
this total, 72.9 percent was expended for personnel, 2.5 per-
cent for facilities, 5.8 percent for materials and supplies, 12.5
percent for contractual services, and 6.2 percent for travel and
transportation.

DEVELOPMENT AssOCIAMS,
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EXHIBIT 13 t
PDC GRANT EXPENDITURES BY. COST CATEGORY .

THIRD PROGRAM YEAR

, PERSONNEL FACILITIES. MATERIALS . CONTRACTS TRAVEL TOTAL
PDC PROGRAMS

*
Dollars % Dollars % \ Dollars, 96 Dollars Dollars 96 Dollars 96

EC S PROGRAMS . .
IOWA $ 91, 972 85. 7 865 0 ..8

/, $ 6 387, 6. 9 $ 3, 496 3. 3 $ 4, 593 4.3 $ 107,313 100
. . (MARYLAND 103, 582 89. 4 1,086 O. 9 3, 477 3.0 2,065 1. 8 5, 640 4. 9 115, 850 100

MICHIGAN 74, 467 72. 0 0 O. 0
4 5, 092 4, 9 15, 610 15.1 8, 341 8. 0 103, 510

-
100

TEXAS. 51, 654 52. 1 4, 156 4. 2 16, 076 16. 2 19, 780 20. 0 7, 540 7. 6 99,206 100
..

----N
WASHINGTON 83,786 80. 4 0 0. 0 4, 450 4.3 8, 587 8. 2 7, 410 7. r 104, 233 100
WEST VIRGINIA 73, 307 72. 2 2, 141 2. 1 3, 012 3.0 16,275 16. 0 6, 848 6. 7 101, 583 100

ECS TOTALS $478, 768 75. 8 $ 8,248 1. 3 $38, 494 6. 1 $ 65, 813 10. 4 $40, 372 6. 4 $6314, 695 100

t

PSL PROGRAMS

CALIFORNIA $ 59, 345 66. S $ 9, 544 10. 7 $ 5, 033 , S. 6 $ 12, 209 19.7 $ 3,162 3. S $ 89, 293 100
COLORADO 76, 137 77. 3 2, 318 2. 4 5, 980 6. 1 9, C15.9 9. 2 4, 983 S. 1 98, 477 100

,
CONNECTICUT 106, 684 82. 8 625 0. 5, 2, 057 1.6 12,372 9. 6 7, 112 5. 5 128, 850 100
FLORIDA 51, 335 56. 7 6, 937 7. 7 7, 976 8.8 13, 997 15. 5 10, 297 11. 4 90, 542 100
GEORGIA 60, 266 65. 3 2,114 2.3 12, 194 13.2 11,489 12. 4 6, 274 6. 8 92, 337 100
UTAH

.
83, 349 66. 6 2, 042 1. 6 1 , 444 1.2 32, 126 25.7 6, 121 4. 9 125, 082 100

,
PSL TOTALS $437, 116 70. 0 $23, 580 3. 8 $34, 684 5. 6 $ 91, 252 14. 6 $37, 949 6. 1 $ '624,581 100

..

PDC TOTALS $915, 884 72. 9 $31, 828 2. 5 % $73, 178 S. 8 $157, 065 12. 5 $78, 321 6.2 $1,256,276 100

Percentages may not total 100. 0 due to rounding.
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Exhibit 14 illustrates the diatriAkution of PDC grant monies by
cost category. PDC grant expenditures for personnel varred
from $51,335 in Florida to $106,684 in Connecticut. The per-
centage expended on personnel varied from 52.1 percent in

.

Utah to 89.4 percent in Maryland. The differences found ,

q

among sites varied with the availability-of resotirces from
other sources. For example, in We Virginia the education -
specialist position is fully funded by th school district". In
Florida, the local CETA program funds a full-time receptionist.
Facility costs also varied with the availability of existing re- t
sources. If space was readily available, school diatricts were
more than.williiitiCaccommodate the PDC staff. U space was
critical, as in Florida,. the PDC program had to lease more
expensive apace on the local economy, The 'materials expendi-
tures were also a function of the availability of existing and/or
potential resOurces. In the case of Tezas and Georgia, the
large proportions of t e PDC grant expended on materials was
probably a result of n unavailability or scarcity of materials
and supplies in their Communities. PDC grant expenditures
for contractual services also varied across sites. These differ-
ences were largely due to the program emphasis during the .

year. If, for example, a program expanded its activitied during
the third program year, consultants and exgaTts were,required
to assist the program. In other cases the difference may have
been due to funds spent for promoting PDC within the community.

EXHIBIT 14

Percent Distribution of PDC Grants
by Cost Category

4 3
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The PDC grant expenditures for travel and transportation varied
between 3.5 percent and 8.0 percent, except for,Florida which
expended 11.4 percent of the PDC grant on travel. The differ-
ence in Florida was due primarily to the developmental support
service outreach workers who worked with the migrant community
in a rural area. Their mileage costs were charged to PDC funds.
PDC funds were expended by all programs for travel to national
PDC conferences. This was the major expense'within the travel
and transportation category. The expenditures varied, of course,
depending ork the distances of these conferences ftrom the program
sites.

Exhibit 15 presents the percent distribution of the PDC grants for
the six ECS programs and the six PSL programs by the five cost
accounting categories. The ECS programs expended 75.8 percent
of their PDC grints on personnel, 1.3 percent for facilities, 6.1
percent for materials,and supplies, 10.4 percent for cfiontractual
services, and 6. 4 percent for travel and transportation. Of the
six PSL programs, 70 percent of their PDC grants was expended
for personnel resources, 3.8 percent for facilities, 5.6 percent
for materials and supplies, 14.6 percent for contractual services,
and 6.1 percent for travel.

1

EXHIBIT 15

Percent Distribution of PDC Grant Expenditures
by Cost Category and by Moder

Cost Category
Early Childhood Preschool-School

School Model Linkages Model

Personnel 75.8% 70.0%
Facilities 1. 3 3. 8
Materials 6. 1 5. 6
ContractS 10. 4 14. 6
Travel 6. 4 6. 1

ota911-i 100.07 100.0%*

Percentages may not total 100.0 due to rounding.
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D. Comparison Program Cost Considerations

During the third PDC program year, the Cost Study was expanded to
include the collection and analysis of cost data from comparison pro.*
grams. These data were collect.ed from the Head Start centers and
elementary sChools which had been identified as the comparison pro-
grams for the Impact Study. No comparison program was ever identi-
fied at the Georgia site and, thus, 'no data.are presented for this site in
this section of the report. Similarly, only nine sites were included-in
this year's Implementation Study due to the lack of OMB clearance of
several data collection instruments. Consequently, data on the number
of ?DC children, teachers, and aides per grade level at the three ,

remaining sites - Colorado, Georgia, and Utah - could not be included
in any comparative analysis. Only the total number of PDC children
during the third program year was obtained from these three sites.
The numbers of students, teachers, and aides per grade level are
presented for all the other comparison programs in order to provide
a perspective for the comparative analyses.

Major difficulty was encountered in acquiring complete and uniform
cost data from all comparison programs. The difficulties stemmed
mainly from the fact that the comparison programs did not have a
record-keeping system similar to the one established for PDC pro-

, grams. Resource utilization data were acquired through a -series of
interviews with center dire'ctors, elementary school principals, and
administrative support staff from both the Head Start program and
school district. The data that were acquired differed not only in
origin but in validity and reliability. At PDC programs, data were
usually available from one centralized source. At comparison pro-
grams, data were obtained from a variety of sources. For the most
part, the only hard.sdata available from the comparison schools were
personnel costs acqUired from payroll records. In order to derive
data comparable to those for PDC, personnel costs were calculated
or estimated, rather than taken from actual utilization records as in
the cage Of the PDC programs. The percentage of time an individual
spent on a given activity similar to a PDC activity was obtained
through personal interviews. These time utilization levels were based
on the beat estimates of the individuals interviewed and on the judgment
a the cost specialists. It should be noted that most PDC resources
(90.4%) were used for personnel. Consequently, the cost data obtained
from the comparison programs are mainly personnel costs and are
comparable on that basis. The remainder of the comparison program
costs (non-personnel) were derived from estimates, budgets, or
guesses since reords, if kept at all, were aggregates for an entire
program, school, "or school district.

50
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E. Comparison Program Cost Findings

In this section, the major findings of the comparison program data at
each of the sites are briefly discussed&SFollowing the narrative, the
PDC and comparison programs' cost data are presented. The percent
of resources utilized by program component is coMpared. This
approach was used in order to adjust for the greater number,of
elementary schools and children in the comparison programs as
pared to the PDC programs.

orn

AnalYsis of the data reveals some interesting facts concerning the
value of resources utilized per child. For all 11 PDC programs
included in the comparative cost analysis, he mean value of resources
utilized was $1,110 per child. On the other 1and, the mean value of
resources utilized was $918 per child for -a11,11 comparison programs.
The difference of $192 per child is approximitely equal to t)ie size of
the PDC grant per child ($186). Thus, the PDC grant accounts for 97
percent of the difference in resources utilized by the PDC and
comparison programs.

Another interesting finding arises out of compar
and the comparison programs' values of personn
total personpe1 resouFCes qtilized by the PDC pr
90.7 percent of all the resources utilized in the P
comparison programs, the total personnel resour
Bents 98.2 percent of all the resources utilized in activities "siMilar"
to the PDC effort. To compare the aggregate ersonnel resources,
the total dollar figures were translated into re ources per child. The
mean personnel resources utilized per child at the PDC programs was
$1,007; whereas, the mean personnel resource per child at the com-
parison programs was $901. The ahwunt of the PDC grant that was
allocated to personnel was approximately equal to the difference
between the PDC and comparison prograM figures.

g the PDC programs'
1 resources. The

rams represents
C effort. For the
es utilized repre-

The following paragraphs summarize some of the more interesting
findings at each site. These should be interpreted Cautiouply, how-
ever, since no implementation data were collected from comparison
schools due to lack of OMB clearance of a number of the survey in-
struments. Thus, there is no adequate information about the,programs
at the comparison programs to support the cost data that were collected.

DEVELOPMENT LNC
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California

The value of resources per child at the PDC program wa
approximately 10 percent higher than at the comparison
program ($1,309 at PDC and $1,185 at the curnparison
program). No resources were allocated to taining, parent
involvement, or bilingual bicultural and multicultural educa-
tion at the comparison program. Except for this, the distri-
bution of resourcea across components for PDC, was similar
to the distribution for the comparison program.

Colorado

The value of resources per child at the PDC program was
approximately 41 percent higher than at the comparison
program ($1,466 at PDC and $1,039 at the comparison
program). No resources were attributed to training or
bilingual bicultural and rnulticulturil education at the
comparison program. Otherwise, the drstribution'of re-
sources across components for PDC was similar to the
distribution for the comparison program:

Connecticut
C4^.

,..Zhe value of resources per child at the PDC program was
approximately 35 percent higher than at the comparison
program ($1,148 at the PDC and $848 at the comparison
prodram). No resOurces at the comparison program were
attributed to training or parent-involvement. The PDC pro-
gram utilized a larger percentage of its iesources on develop-
mental support services and parent involvement than did the
comparison program; the opposite was true for the education
and handicapped components.

Florida

The value of resources per chilcPat the PDC program was
approximately 56 percent higher than at the comparison
program ($1,056 at PDC and $704 at the.comparison pro-
gram). The PDC program utilized a larger percentage of
its resources on the handicapped.component than did the
comparison program; the opposite was true for administra-
tion and education where the comparison program utilized
larger proportions of their resources.

52
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/17owa

Both the PDC program and the comparison program have
similar vAlue of resources per child rR.tios ($1,247 at PDC
and $1,240 at the comparison prograrA). The comparison
program utilized a larger percentage of their resources on
the\handicapped component than did PDC. PDC, on the oth
hand, utilized 'a larger portion of its resources on the edu
tion component than did the comparison program.

Maryland

The PDC piogram's value of resourCes per child was
approximately 56 percent higher than at the comparison pro-
gram ($1,364 and $873, respectively). No resources were
allocated to bilingual bicultural and multicultural education
at the comparison program. The PDC program utilized,
larger percentages of resources on developmental support
services and parent involvement.than did the comparison
program; the .opposite was true for administration and
education where the comparison program 'utilized larger
percentages of resources.

Michigan
-

The values of resources per child were sirriilar at PDC and
at the comparison program ($996 at PDC and $992 at the com-
parison program). No resources were attributed' to training
and bilingual bicultural and multicultural education at the
comparison program. The PDC program utilized, larger per-
centages of resources for administration, developmental
support services, and parent involvement than did the corn-
..parison program. On the other hand, the comparison program
utilized alarger percentage of resources on handicapped
services than didrPfk.

Texa4

The value of resources per child at the PDC program was 96 per-
cent higher than at the comparison program ($1,230 at PDC and
$627 at the comparison program). No resources were attributed to
training and parent involvement at the comparison program. The

comparison program utilized a larger percentage of resources for

bilingual bicultural.and multicultural education than did the PDC
program.. Differences between PDC and the comparison programs
for the other components were 'mall.
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Utah,

The value of resources per child at the comparison program
was 29 percent higher than at the PDC program ($665 at, the
comparison program and $514 at PDC). No resources were attri-
buted to bilingual bicultural. and multicultural education at the
comparison program; however, the comparison provardutilized
a larger percentage of resources for handicapped services than
did the PDC program. . Differences between the other components
were small.

Washington

The value of resources per child at the coriiparison program
was 8 percent higher than at the ,PDC program ($1,610 at the
comparison program and.$1, 488 at, PliC). The comparison program
did not allocate any of its resources to training or bilingual biculturAl
and multicultural education. The PDC program utilize larger
percentage of resources on handicapped services than 4id the com-
parison program. The opposite was true foradministr tion where
the comparison program utilized A. larger percentage of esources.

West Virginia

The value of resources per child at the PDC iirogram w s approxi-
mately 20 percent higher than at the comparison pro m ($1, 562 at
PDC and $1,306 at the comparison program). No resources were
allocated to training.or bilingual bicultural and multicbltural education
at the comparison program. The PDC program utilized larger per-
centages of resources on administration and handicapped servicest
than did the comparison program. On the other hand, the comparison
program utilized larger proportions of resources on the e4ucation
component than did the PDC program.

Exhibits 16 through 26 show the distribution of PDC 'and
comparison program resources by component at each site. .

The total number of students Oil the value of resources per child '
is also given. For each site, the number of students, teacher andit
aides by grade level id shown for the PDC and comparison prog ms.

0
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EXHIBIT 16

CALWORNIA

",
Lstribution of PDC and Comparison Program Resources by Component

*

Cora_ponent \ 1 PDC Comparison Program

\ AdMinistration ..

Education 4.1 ,

Bilingual/Multicultural

Handicapped'

Parent Involvement

Developmental Support Services
,Training '

I 4' I

Total

Number of Children

Value of Resources per Child

10. 6%

74. 2%

2. 8%

3. 2%

2. 8%

4. 9%

1. 6%

7. 7%

78. 2%
,

0. 0%

7. 5%

,, 0. 0%

\--11,7%

O. 0%

100. 0%

292

$1, 309

100.0% -

40.
$1, 189

...A

*Percentages may not always total 100. 0 due to rOunding

Site Characteristics

Grade Level , Children

PDC Program

Teachers Aides

- Comparison Program'

Chilciren Teachets Aides

Head Start i 45 4. 0 11. 0 , 58 5. 0 4. 0
Y

i
Kindergarten ' 62 2. 0 3. 0 96 3. 0 4. 0

Grade 1 79 3. 0 3. 0 131 4. 5 ' 4. 0

Gra,de .? SO' 2. 0 2. 6 94 ,3. 5 4. 0
-

Grade:3 56 2. 0 3. 0 110' 4. 6\ 2. 0
-77--

Total 292 13. 0 22.0 489 20. 0 18. 0

,.
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EXHIBIT 17

COLORADO

Distribution of PDC and Comparison Program Resources by Component*

Component PDC Comparison Program

Aderinistration
1

6. 2% 8. 3%

Education 84. 5% 86. 0%

Bilingual/Multicultural 1..3% 0. 0%

Handicapped O. 4% 1. 4%

Parent Involvement 2. 4% 0. '4%

Developmental Support Services 5. 1% 3. 9%

Training 0. 1% 0. 0%

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Number of Children 483 625

Value of Resources per Child $1, 309 $1, 039

*Percentages rnay,not always total lii 0. . rounding.

$'
Site haracteristics

PDC Pio

Grade Level Children Teachers Aides

Head Start N/A N/A N/A

Kindergarten N/A N/A N/A

Grade 1 N/A N/A N/A

Grade 2 N/A N/A N/A

Grade 3 N/A N/A N/A

TOTAL 483 N/A N/A

- Comparison Program

Children Teachers Aides

67 2. 0 4. 0

157 3.0 0. 5

153 6. 5 0.0

130 5.-5 0.0

118 5. 5 0. 0

625 22. 5 4. 5

*Only total number of children was obtained. Breakdown by grade levet %fa not
obtained due to lack of OMB clearance preventGg the collection of Sese data.

N/A = Not available.

5 6
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EXHIBIT 18

CONNECTICUT
1

Diitribution of PDC and Comparison Program Resources by-Component

Component PDC

Administration 7. 0%

Education 59. 9%

Bilingual/Muliticultural 1. 3%

HancUcapped 13. 7%

Parent Involvement 6. 9%

Developmental Support Services 9. 2%

Training 2. 0%

Total 100. 0%

Number of Children 946

Value of Resources per Child $1, 148

i*Percentages hasty not always total 100. 0 due to rounding.

SiCharacteristics

Comparison Program

10. 7%

66. 2%

1. 5%

418. 7%
(

0. 0%

2. 8%

0. 0%

100. 0%

1, 459

$ 848

Grade Level Children

PDC Program

Teachers Aides

Comparison Program

Children Teachers Aides

Read Start 56 r 3. 0 3. 0 60 3. 0 .3. 0

' Kindergarten 244 7. 0 3. 0 319 10. 5 0. 0

Grade 1 242 10. 5 2. 0 350 14. 0 1. 0

Grade 2 197 8. V 2. 0 358 14. 0 0. 0

Grade 3 207 9. 0 2. 0 372 12. 0 0. 0

TOTAL 946 37. 5 12. 0 459 53..5 4.0

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATRS,
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4EYI-IIBIT 19
-

FLORIDA ,

Distribution of PDC and COmparison Program Resources by COmponent*

Component PDC Comparisbn Program

Administration 10. 2% 17. 9%

Education 58. 8% 70. 0%

Bilingual/Multicultural 3. 4% 1. 4%

Handicaiped 19. 796.,. 8. 5%

Parent Involvethent 1. 496 O. 1%

Developmental Support Services 6. 1% 1. 7%

Training 0. 4% 0. 4%

Total 100. 0% 100. 0%

Number of Children 1, 229 ;84

Value of Resoutces per Child $1, 056 S704
4.

4'

*Percentages may not always total lop. 0 due to rounding

Site Characteristics

PDC Program Comparison Program

Grade Level Children . Teachers Aides Children TeaChers Aides
t

lead Start 45 4. 0 13. 0 105 3. 0 ,19. 0

indergarten 221 8. 0 8. 5 194 7. 0 6. 5

1..ade 1 281 11. 5 4. 5' 254. 9.0 1. 0

Grade 2 224 8. 5 3. 5 219 9. 0 1. 0

Grade 3 251 8. 5 2. 5 ' 192 9. 0 1. 0

ECE Center 207 16.0 9. 0 NA NA NA

Total 1, 229 56. 5 41. 0 984 37. 0 18. 5

58
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EXHIBIT 20

IOWA

Distribution of PDC and Comparison Program Resources by Component
*

Component PDC Comparison Pr Ogram

Administration 7..5% 9.9%

Education 70.7% 59.0%

Bilingual/Multicultural 0.0% 0.0%

Handica pped , 14.9%
i

29.2%

Parent Involvement 2.6% 0.39

Developmental Support Services 3.8% 1.6%

Training 0.5% 0.0%

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Number of Children 383 602

Value of Resources per Child $1 247 $1.240

Percentages may not always total 100.0 due to rounding .

Site Characteristics

Grade Level Children

PDC Program

Teachers Aides

Comparison Program

Children Teachers Aides
,

Head Start 57 2.0 2.0 65 3.0 2.5

Kindergarten 113 2.0 1.0 161 4.0 0.0

Grade 1 76 4.0 1.0 144 6.0 0.0

Grade 2 79 3.0 1.0 137 4.5 .0.0

Grade 3 58 3.0 1.0 95 5.5 1.0

T9TAL 383 14.0 6.0 602 23.0 3.5

10
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EXH/BIT 21.

MARYLAND

Distribution of PDC and Comparison Program Resources by Component*

Component

1

PDC' Comparison Program

Administration

Educatio'n

Bilingual/Multicultural

Handicapped

Patent Involvement

Development Support Services

Training

Total

12. 9%

66. 7%

3. 0%

0. 6%

6. 7%

8. 4%

1. 7%

20. 6%

72. 3%

0. 0%

1. 9%

1. 0%

3. 4%

0. 8%

100. 0% 100. 0%
7

Number of Children
f

521 456

Value of Resourcei per CIJId $1, 364 $873

*Percentages may not always total 100. 0 due to rounding.

Site Characteristics

PDC Program Comparison Program s

Grade Level Children Teachers Aides Children

Head Start 57 2. 0 2. 0 64

Kindergarten 136 3. 0 3. 0 102 ,

Grade 1 118 4. 0 3. 0 105

Grade 2 110 5. 0 4. 0 '104

Grade 3 ., 100 4. 0 2. 0 81

TOTAL 521 18. 0 14. 0 456

(hi

Teachers Aides

4. 0 2. 5

4. 0 O. 0

5. 0 2. 5

6. 0 2. 8

4. 5 1. 3

23. 5 9. 1

DEVELOPIdENT ASSOCIATE% !rm.-.
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MICHIGAN

Distribution of PDC and Comparison Program Resources by Component*

Con_lm_rem PDC COmparison Program

Administration 19. 8% 14. 4%

Education 61. 8% 65. 4%

Bilingual Multicultural 0. 1% 0. 0%

Handicapped 0. 1% 17. i%

Parent Involvement 6. 5% 0. 1%

Developmental Support Services 11. 1% 2. 4%

Training 0. 6% 0.0%

Total 100. 0% 100.0%

Number of Children 363 2,387

Value of Resources per Child $996 $992

*Percentages may not always total 100. 0 due to rounding

Site Characteristics

Grade Level Children

PDC Program

Teachers Aides

Comparison P-7---ogram

Children Teachers Aides

Head Start 75 2. 0 4.0 256 7. 0 1. 0

Kindergarten 93 2. 0 0. 0 552 11. 5 7. 0

Grades 1 - 3 624 21. 5 1. 5

including 195 8. 0 4. 0 492 17. 5 1. 0

special education 463 18. 5 1. 0

TOTAL 363 12. 0 8.0 2,387 76. 0 11. 5

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, INC.--



EXHIBIT 24

UTAH

Distribution of PDC and Comparlion Proiram Resources by Component

Component PDC Comparison Proaram

Administration 11.3% 8.3%

Education 69.24 74,6%

Bilingual/Multicultural 1.4% 0.0%

Handicapped 5.3% 12.5%

Parent Involvement 4.0% 0.2%

Developmental Support Services 8.3% 4. S%

Training 0.5% O. 2%

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Number of Children 1,074 1,497 .

,Value of Resources per Child $514 $665

*Percentages may not always total 100.0 due to,rounding.

Site Characteristics
,

Grade Level

PDC 'Program*

C hildre n Teachers Aides

V.Comparison Program

Children Teachers Aides

Head Start ' N/A N/A N/A 160 8.0 8.0

Kindergarten N/A N/A N/A 377 11.0 7.5

Grade 1 N/A N/A N/A 369 16.0 2.0

Grade 2 N/A N/A N/A , 320 14.0 2.0

Grade 3 N/A N/A N/A 271 12.0 2.0

TOTAL 1074 N/A N/A 1497 61.0 21:5

*Only total number 4/A1ldrea was obtained. Breakdown by grade level was not obtained
due to lack of OMB Clearance preventing the collection of these data.

N/A Not available.
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EXHIBIT 25

WASHINGTON

Distribution of PDC and Comparison Program Resources by Component

Component PDC Comparison Program

Administration 6.4% 11.8%

Education 71.7% 74.9%

Bilingual/Multicultural 2.3% 0.0%

Handicapped 7.7% . 1.8%

Patent Involvement 3.3% 1.0%

Development Support Servils 6.1% 10.6%

Training 2.5% 0.0%

Total . 100.0% 100.0%

Number of Children 377 587

Value of Resoumes per Child $1 488 $1,6t0

*Percentages may not always total 100,0 due to munding

Characteristics

Grade Level Children

PDC Program

Teachers Aides

Comparison Program

Children Teachers Aides

He ad Start 60 3.0 3.0 94 S. 0 6.0

Kindergarten 88 3.0 3.0 141 6.0 7.0

Grade 1 86 3.0 3.0 141 6.0 6.0

Grade 2 65 3.0 3.0 . 103 S. 0 5.0

Grade 3 78 3.0 3.0 108 f 5. 0 5. 0

TOTAL 377 15.0 15.0 587 27.0 29.0

6 '3
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4 EXHIBIT 26

4
WEST VIRGINIA

Distribution of PDC and Comparison Pronam Resources by Component*

C_cnavrt PDC Comparison Program

Administration 29.2% 6.9%

Education 43.3% 81.5%

Bilingual/Multicultural 3.3% 0.0%

Handicapped 12.1% 3.3%

Parent Involfrement 3.5% 4.0%

Developmental Support Services 7.8% 4. 346

Training 0.9% 0. 0%

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Number of Children 264 318

Value of Resources per Child $1,562 $1 306

*Percentages may not always total 100.0 due to rounding.

)

t- .....3/
Grade Level

PDC

Children

Site Characteristias

Comparison Program

Children Teachers Aides

Program

Teachers Aides

Head Start 42 2.0 2.0 34 2.0 1.5
V

Kindergarten 78 2.0 2.0 88 . 2.541 2.0

Grade 1 49 2:0 2.0 62 4.5 4.0

Grade 2 43 2.0 ' 0.0 64 4.5 2.0

Grade 3 52 2.0 0.0 70 4.5 3.0

TOTAL 264 10.0 6.0 318 18.0 12.5

r

6 .i
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F. Summarization and Conclusion

The Cost Study for the/third PDC program year reports the sources
and uses of PDC resources. In this section we will summarize
the major findings and draw some conclusion regarding the functional
relationship that were found. ,The discussion will focus first on
resource sources; secondly, on resources utilized in each of the
seven program components; thirdly on resources utilized within
the five major cost accounting categories; and lastly on the comparison
program findings.

PDC Sources
. .

, In terms of support and commitment from sources other than ACYF,
school districts provided the largest share of total dollar resources
during the third PDC program year. The value'of their input was
highly related to the total number of PDC elementary dchool children
being served. The correlation coefficient between the dollar value
of resources contributed by the, school systems and the number of
elementary students served (K-3) at1ra-22 PDC sites was + .93.
On the other hand, the correlation between resources-contributed
by Head Start and number of Head Start children was + .18. The
amounts of other federal and local community contributions are a
function of both resource availability and the efforts of the PDC'staff
within the PDC community.

PDC Service Components

PDC programs implemented sev4n major service components:
(Ad Ministration; Education; etc.). The data for the third PDC program
year show that varying amounts of resources were utilized within
the seven components by the 12 PDC sites. Over all 12 PDC sites
the distribution of total resources utilized by component was as
follows:

Administration 10. 6

Education 65, 2 ?1

Bilingual Bicultural and Multicultural
Education , 2. 2 c;,1

Services for the Handicapped and
Learning Disabled 9. 6

Parent Involvement 3. 9 4;

Developmental Support Services 7. 0 %

Training 1. 5 96

6
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Across sites, the exact ordering differed Mit all sites utilized the-
largest proportion of their total resources on educational.activities.
Administration and service for 'the handicapped,alternated as the
second and third largest components, while the remaining components
followed, with very few exceptions, the following pattern: DSS,
fourth; Parent Involvement, fifth; bilingual bicultural and multi-
cultural, and Training, seventh.

Coit Accounting Categories
In identifying the PDC resources utilized during the third program
year it was also determined that over all 12 PDC sites, approximately
90 percent of the resources utilized were for personnel. The percent
of resources utilized within each of the 12 PDC programs varied "
from site to site, but even after discounting for regional wage di.f.
ferentials, the average cost remained above 85 percent.

Comparison Program Cost
The difference between the resources utilz,ed per child ofithe PDC
and comparison programs is approximately equal to the PDC grant
dollars per child. PDC programs utilized more resources per child
than did their respective comparison programs, but that marginal
difference is almost exactly' equal to the resources in the from of the
PDC grant. The data also show that the patterns of resources

,.utilized among the seven PDC program components were similar
between the PDC programs and their respeciive comparison program.
The intent of this report is to present data on the utilization of
resources by the PDC programs. These data show the extent of
the contribution made by various sources to the PDC program and
how the PDC programs utilized these resources by program
component (administratidn, education, etc.) and by cost category
(personnel, facilities, etc.). No conclusions should be reached
regarding the effectiveness of the PDC program from ihese data
nor from the comparative analyses between the PDC and comparison
programs.- Questions,of program effectiveness will be addressed
in the final evaluation report where integrated analyses of the
implementation, impact, and resource utilization data will be presented.
These analyses will include the following:

comparison of the resources utilized during the second and third
program years;

determina.tion of the extent of the relationships between resources
utilized and degree of program implementation as measured by
the Implementation Rating Instrument (IRI) scales; these
relationships will be examined by program component both
within and across sites; and

determination of the extent of the/relationships between'
resources utilized and program impact.

LEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, INC.
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Appendix I.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENTAL CONTINUITY (PDC)

DATA \.6OLLECTION PROCEDURES

poimm,

A. PRE- COLLECTION ACTIVITIES

TASK 1:

TASK 2:

Review Program Background - The background notebook
developed for the Winter '77 ImplementatiOn Study for each
PDC site should be reviewed,in order to familiarize yourself
with the progALIn activities that took place in the planning.
start-up and opMational phases of the PDC program. This
review will expand your program knowledge, en bling you to
communicate intelligently with program pers9rthei and school
officials'and will facilitate your cost collec on eft"ort by
providing the means of linking costs figures with the program's
service components.

Review Non-Cash Contributions - All contributions Fade in
support of the PDC program have been recorded on Non-Cash
Contribution Lists (DA/OCD Worksheet # 1) and have been
submitted to DA_on a quarterly basis . Any contribution of
monetary value - personnel, space and equipment, supplies
and materials, and services - utilized in the PDC program
were to be recorded on this workalleet. The line item entries
call for describing the item, indicating the souice, computing
a fair market value, indicating the number Of months, days
or hours it was nsed in the PDC effort, computing a total coSt
value and finally categorizing the item into the PDC service
component in which it was expended. This particular worksheet
has resulted in more discrepancies than any of the other cost
accounting worksheets. These worksheets, which have been
submitted since July 1, 1976 should be carefully examined for
completeness and allowability. Completeness' can be determined
by identifying which columns on the form are either missing
or too vague. In either case, notate and followup on-site.
Allowability, on the other hand, will be determined by the cost
accounting guidelines established in the PDC cost manual dated
September 1975. Familiarize yourself completely with the cost
definitions and allowability interpretations in the cost manual.
Notate the questionable line entry items and probe for additional
information on-site so as to determine allowability. Any
disagreements between the PDC coordinator and yourself will

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, INC.



be settled by the DA cost analyse upon your return. Just
_be sure to_gather all the facts surrounding the issue anti
include them in your site report.

TASK 3. Review TiMe Utilization Logs - ESch program will have submitted
their Program's TiMe Utilization Logs (DA/OCD Worksheet # 2)
for the first two quarters of.fiscal year. 1977. ,The worksheets
were fo be filled out for each PDC-funded staff-position (part-,
time Snd/or full-time). Thelog is to be filled out for one
pre-selected waieek in each ofthe four quarters of the fiscal year.
Each staff member's work week is allocated among, the PDC,
service components on an hourly basis and percentages olothe
total work week are computed. Most programs have faithfully
submitted their Time Utilization Logs.on a timely basis. Initial
review upon receipt has disclosed that most programs are filling
the worksheets completely.and accurately. The only major
"discrepancy has been where an individual responsible for .

coordinating two' or more PDC service components, has been
doubling the time allocated._ (For example, 40 hours to
education and 40 hci4rs to Handicaptied Services). If this is
found in-your review, notate tlre discrepancy and plan to meet
with that particular individual to correctly allocate the
individual's total work week between the two or,more components.
The only other probable discrepancy will be the failure to submit
a Time Utilization Log on part-time staff members paid out of
PDC funds. -Compare the 'Time Utilization Logs with the
programvS organizational structure to verify that logs have
been submitted or: all affected personnel. Notate which logs
are,missing and follow up on site.

TASK 4: -Confirm Site Visitation - On Monday of the week priorcto your
visit, you will be responsible for calling the PDC Coordinator,
and confirming Your site visit dates and data collection objectives,
both at the experimental site and at the control Head Start
centers q.nd elernentary schools. A letter of notification will
have been mailed to each PDC coordinator outlining the cost
collection tp.sks and acknowledging the dates for the site visitation.
A copy of this letter will be prOvided in ahticipation of your
confirmation call: Your primary task in this conversation is
to be sure that the PDC Coordinator has, a complete understanding
of your collecti'on tasks 'and time schedule and that all necessary
records and personnel will be ready for your visit.
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TASK 5: Provide for Personal Logistics - As part of your pre-collection
activities, you will also be responsible for arranging for your
,own airline reservations, traVel advance, rental car, and motel
accommodations. The per diem rate is $33.00 and mileage
on your personal car will'be paid at $0.15 per mile. All, other.
DA travel regulations, and policies are appliéable. The only
other requirement will be that you notify both the DA Project'

'Director and Cost Analyst of your final t?avel and motel
accommodations prior to your departure.

TASK 6: Inventory Cost Worksheets - Last bt not the least important
task is the _responsibility to insure that you have sufficient

jdquantities
of all DA/OCD Worksheets neCessary to complete

na11 osite data collection objectives. A .checklist of PDC
Cost Worksheets is included in the appendix to facilitate your'
inventory.

r
-

B. ONSITE COLLECTION ACTIVITIES

TASK 1:
z

Meet with PDC Coordinator - This" initial riveting with the
PDC codrdinator will provide you, the opportunity to personally
discuss each of the cOst data collection tasks. The objective
Of the meeting will be to identify the persons and records that
you will need in order to complete your collection objectives.
Once all of the persons and records' have been identified, you
will ,be in a posi4ion to begin constructing a more specific
appointments schedule. PDC coordinators were requested
to make appointments with certain key individuals (reference .

letter of Notification in appendix). If the appointments have
not been made, you will have to begin calling for appointments .

This is especially critical, for Head Start and school officials
at the control sites, who have never been involved:in previous
cost collection efforts. If appointments have beep made, you
should confirm them by telephone two days before each
appointment.

DEVE1/40PM Ass IATES, INC. --



TASK 2:

TASK 3:

Resolve Non-Cash Contribution1Discrepancies - Working with
the PDC coordinator or a component coordinator, your first
actual dAta collection task will be tO fbllow-upon each of the
questionable entires identified in the pre-collection 'review.
Missing data ihould be pursued untli the line item entry is
complete (i. e. , a total cost figure \can be -complited). Issues
of allowatftlity should also be fully investigated until a determi:
nation ca,n be reached and agreed upon. Remember, if
allowability issues cannot be settled onsite, sufficient data,
representing both sides, of the question, should be gathered
and included in your site* report. The DA cost analyst will
make the final determination.

Forecast Non-Cash Contributions - For the fourth quarter of
Fiscal Year 1977, This task will be completed in coordination
with the PDC coordinator. Using a blank set of Non-Cash
Contribution Worksheets (DA /OCD Worksheet # 1), all probable
contributions that can realistically be expected to materialize
in the last quarter of Fiscal Year 1977 (April - June 1977) are
to be recorded. In completing tclis task, the PDC coordinator,
should project on-going contributions (for(example, PDC
teachers salaries paid out of funds Other than PDC) and
review previous one-time.contribution c/kiich may occur once
again. Another means of accurately projecting fourth-quarter
contribations,would also include reviewing contributions recorded
during the same ,time period a- year ago ancl referencing the
prog,rarri's annUsal Budget and Plan. The PDC coordinator
should be advised that we are seeking the best possible estimates
in order to conduct an analysie as early as possible. Progilams
will still be-required to record actual contribution during the
fourth quarter and forward them to,DA by no later than July 15,
1977. At that time, actual data will be substituted for the
projected data prior tolinalizing any cost study findings and
recommendations.

TASK 4: Verify Time Utilization Logs - In conjunction with the PDC
coordinator your next task will be to fill out a Time Utilization
Log for each program staff member for whom a log was not
submitted during the first three fiscal quarters of '77. In
addition, it may be neceseary to reallocate the number of hours
a gtven irldividual worked on two or more*PDC service components.
After these logs have been completed, you should have three
logs filled out for each program staff person (full-time or part-
time) paid out of PDC funds. Each log will represent one
pre-selected, workweek in each of the past th2.ee, quarters of

71
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TASK 5:

TASK 6:

the current fiscal year (.77). The first quarter was'
July - September 1976; the second October - December 1976;
and third will be for January - March 1977.

Forecast Staff Time Utilization - For the fourth quarter of
fiscal year 1977.. Again this task will he completed im
coordination with the PDC program coordinator. One Staff
Tine Uiilization Log (DA /QCD Worksheet ft 2) must be filled
()tit for each program staff member (full-time and part-time)
paid out of PDC funds. As in the Non-Cash Zontribution
forecasts, the estimation will be incorporatenbto DA's
preliminary data analysis. Programs will still be required
to fill out time utilization logs for the pre-selected work
week in the fourth quarter. These actual time logs will then
be forwarded to DA by no later than July 15, 1977. Atipat,
time actual time expended will be substituted for the projected
data.

Categorize PDC Cash Expenditures - This task may haye to
involve one or all of the following iddividuals:

The PDC ,c oordinator;

The PDC cost coordin'ator;

PDC component coordinators ;

The program or school district bookkeeper;

ce officer of the school district or grantee; and/or

hoever maintains the accounting records for the PDC
ogram.

T objective is to transpose each entry in the PDC Cash
Dis ursement Journal into the PDC Transactions Sheet (DA /OCD
W. ksheet # 4). As each of the cash disbursements for the
y ar-to-date are recorded, each entry must be categorized
a cording to the appropriate PDC service component code. The
c tegorization code m' ay have been entered along side the Cash
D bursement Journal Entry in which case the task is completed.
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If the code is not entered in the journal, the-next step will be
to review the purchase orders/invoices. he categorization
may have been recorded on the purchase or r/invoice. If

.not, the description of the item or serv,icea purchased may .

assist you in making the proper determination. If you are
, still unable to make a determination, your next step will be
to have the most knowledgeable person(s) review the questionable
purchase orders/invoices and provide you with additional
information on the surrounding circumstances in order to
properly code ybur entry. there will be approximately eight (8)
months of Journal entries to review and code. This particular
tasks will be the most tedious and time consuming data
collection effort. Short cuts such as xeroxing or computer
printeuts should be sought as long as all of thedata required
on,the PDC Transaction Sheets are obtained.

. TASK 71 Collect Current PDC Personnel Costs - Salaries, wages, and
fringe benefit data for all full.7time and part-time PDC positions
will be readily available from the payroll records. The PDC
Coordinator may have the information and records ready for
your review.. The letter of notification will request this data
specifically. If the PDC coordinator has been unable to acquire
data, you will have tc) seek the information yourself. Access tO
the payroll records will most probably not be available at the
program offices. The proce,dure you should follow is to codtact
the Head Start director and the elementary school principals who
may have the information readily available. If they do not, you
should then proceed to the school district's or the.grantee's
finance office. As part of the data collection protocol, you.will
need to cOordinate with the district superintendent or the grantee
director. The specific personnel cost data you will need to.
acquire are detailed in the Personal Cost Sheets (DA /OCD
Worksheet # 3). The objective will be to identify the salaries,
wages, and fringe factors that.are applicable to all PDC
personnel during FY 1977. Any changes in these personnel costs
during mid-year should be notated. In addition any anticipated
changes in personnel costs for the fourth quarter of FY 1977
should also be noted. In addition to establishing the salaries,
wages, and fringe benefits (or factors) for PDC personnel, their
source of funding should also be clearly identified and prorated.
For example,, the salary of a given PDC teacher may be derived
50 percent from PDC grant moniesand 50 percent from Title I.

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, INC.
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TASK 8:

TASK 9:

\Finally, the salaries, wages, and fringe benefit of personnel
who contributed to the PDC effort and whose services were
recorded on the Non-Cash Contribution Lists (DA /OCD
Worksheet # 1) without specifying a salary, wages or fringe
factors can also be acquired as part of this task.

Meet with PDC Control Personnel - Using the,Control Site
Interview Guide, you will next meet with the director atici
principal of the control Head Start centers and elementary
schools. Your interview style and technique,is crucial to
acquiring relevant data from these individuals. It is well
to rethember that this is the first personal contact these
individuals will have had -with a DA cost collection sedlist.
It will be necessary, therefore, to familiarize the individual
with the three-year evaluation study that has been taking place
at the experimental sites. Once you have established the proper
climate, you will be able to define the purpose and scope of your
cost collectio'n effort. You interview should be an informal,
open-ended discussion about the programs and activities that
affect the identified grouping of control students. The interview
guide.provides a listing of possible activities that'may exist.
As the interviewee describes the program activities, you should
check off the actiihty from your list. Any activities which are
not described in the discussion should be brought to the attention
of the interviewee in order to determine if they are taking place
or not. The interviewer will then proceed through the guide
until all programs haJe been fully discussed. Once all of the
programs have been described, you may proceed to identify
all of the corresponding costs for each of the-programs. The
individual being interviewed may or may not be in a position to
estimate the cost figures necessary. You may be referred to
an assistant principal, a program director, or the district
superintendent's office. Whoever you are referred to, remember
that you are not looking for actual, precise costs but for general
costs estimates of personnel, space, ,and equipment, materials
and supplies , and services that were utilized on the program
and activities affecting the control students. Those costs and
their sources of funding are the prime obj,ectives of your
interviews of the control sites.

Meet with the School District's and Head Start Grantee's
Finance Officers - This task may also include acquiring data
identified in the previous two tasks (Task 7 - Personnel Costs
and Task 8 L Control School Cost Data). In addition to
cOmpleting these two objectives you will also need to obtain such

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, INC.
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information as cost per student; cost per sq. foot; student-
teacher ratios. These data must be acquired for both the
experimental and control Head Start -centers and elementary
schools (K-3). 'Brief definitions f the variables must also
be obtained describing what costs, which students, what
grs4de levels, what teaChers ar.e used to compute the
measurements.

TASK 10: Exit Meeting with PDC Coordinator - Upon completion of all
ofthe previous nine (9) onsite cost collection tasks, you should
meet with the PDC coordinator. Thii meeting will be informal
and no attempt should'be made to discuss or make conclusions
about your cost data. After thanking7the PDC coordinator,
inform him/her that the Cost Rep Oft for Year III will be
submitted to the Office of 'Child Development as part of the
overall PDC Evaluation Study in October 1977. ,

C. POST- A C TIVITtES

TASK 1: Tabulate PDC Costs - Using the PDC Categorical Cost Sheets
(DA /0CD_Viorksheet # 5) all of the cost data (non-cash
contributions, tiMe utilization, perbonnel costs, and cash
expenditures) will be tabulated and categorized by PDC
service components under the four rinajoT budgetary categories
of Personnel, Space, and Equipment, Supplies and Materials.
and Services provided.

TASK 2:

TASK 3:

'No

Tabulate Non-PDC Costs - Using the Non-PDC Categorical
Cost Sheets (DA/OCD Worksheet # 6) , the estimated costs
data acquired from the,control centers and school will be
tabulated and categorized by PDC. service components under
the same four budgetary categories used to tabulate PDC
costs.

Write Site Report - Using the outline provide in the appendix.
a detailed Cost Collection Site Report will be completed and
forwarded to the PDC cost analyst no later than seven work-
days after your site visit is completed.

TASK 4: Proceed to Initiate Pre-Collection Activities - For the next
site visit.

75
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENTAL CONTINUITY (PDC)

ONSITE COLLECTION TASKS

.SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

,

FIRST MONDAY FIRST TUESDAY FIRST WEDNESDAY FIRST THURSDAY FIRST FRIDAY

Task I:. Meet with PDC Coordi- Task 6: Categorize PDC Cash Task 7 : Collect Current PDC Task 8: Meet with PDC Control

:4

Task 8: Conrinued
,

nator ,

Task 2: Resolve Non-Cash
Expenditures

.

Personnel eosts

A

Personnel

Contribution Dis-
crepancy

Task 3: Forecast Non-Cash
Contributions .

..

Task 4: Verify Time Utilizatia:
Logs

Task 5: Forecast Staff Time
Utilization

-

SECOND THURSDAY SECOND FRIDAY
SECOND MONDAY SECOND TUESDAY SECOND WEDNESDAY

.

Task 8 I Continued '' Task 9: Meet with Finance

.

/N-

1;:z)

Officer

Taslc 10: Exit Meeting with
PDC Coordinator

.4.

,
I 0 7 7
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT CONTINUITY (PDC)

COLLECTION ACTIVITIES CHECKLIST

A. PRE-COLLECTION ACTIVITIES

I.

Task 1 - Review Program Background

Task 2 - Review Non-cash Contribution

Task 3 - Review Time Utilization Logi

Task 4 - Confirm Site Visitation

Tasic 5 - Provide for Personal Logistics

Task 6 - Inventory Costs WorksheetsI I

B. ONSITE COLLECTION ACTIVITIES

I I

[ 1

I I

Task 1 - Meet with PDC Coordinator

Task 2 - Resolve Non-Cash Contribution Discrepancies

Task 3 - Forecast Non-Cash Contributions

Task 4 - Verify Time Utilization Logs

Task 5 - Forecast Statf Time Utilization

Task 6 - Categorize PDC Cash Expenditures

Task 7 - Collect Current PDC Personnel Cost;

Task 8 - Meet with PDC Control Personnel

I Task 9 - Meet with Financial Officers

Task 10 - Exit Meeting with PDC Coordinator

C. POST-COLLECTION ACTIVITIES

1 !

I

Task I - Tabulate PDC Costs

Task 2 - Tabulate Non-PDC Costs

Task 3 - Write Site Report

Task 4 - Proceed to Pre-Collection Activities
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Appendix

II. PDC DATA COLLECTIOSI INSTRUMENTS
A. Experimental PDC Programs

Five instruments were, developed specifically for the PDC cost study. These
instruments are:

Worksheet 1: Project Contribution R c ds;
Worksheet, 2: Staff Time Utilizati og;
Worksheet 3: Personnel Hourly Rates;
Worksheet 4: Transcription Sheet; and
Categorical Cost Sheets.

Worksheet 1: Project Contribution Record
7 . -

In most cases, contributions made to the PDC project e made in the form of
non-cash donations, such as:

facilities (such as space, equipment, or furniture);
material and supplies (including food); and
services.

It is therefore necessary to compute the dollar value of each non-cash donation
in order to obtain its dollar value toward the cost of operating the program.
Unnecessary items, such i.s donations of materials, that the program does not
want are not considered for this study. Discarded magazines, too1s, and
household articles are not reported because they are not items of marketable
value. Services that are not essential to the program; but which for various
reasons cannot be refused, are_kisso examined. .

The Project Contributions'Record (Worksheet 1) (see next page) was developed
:to record all project contributions and to determine the appropriate dollar
Nalue of each-donation. The worksheet has the following four sections:

1. Space;
2. Equipment and Furniture;
3. Supplies; and
4. Services.

'Procedures for completing the worksheet are as follows:

First, each item donated to the project is listed in one of the four sections of
the worksheet and the source of the donation is recorded. Then, the monthly
fair market value of each item is determined and recorded in ColumniA4 and
the number of months that each item is in use during the reporting peiod is
recorded in Column B. Column C represents the total dollar value of each

7 (9
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PROJECT CONTRIBUTION RECORD
(NONCAS1I DONATIONS) .

Workshec 1
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Typo of Noncash
Donation
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item for the report period. This figure is obtained by multiplying the figures
in Column A by the figures in Column B. This, then, is the figure used tO
re'present the fair market value of the item for the reporting period. Finally,
the appropriate functional Category code (see Standard Definitions) for each
item is placed in Column D.

The fair Market value for space, equipment and furniture, supplies, and ser-
vices are those rates normally charged within the-community in which the
program is located. Because of inflation, it was suggested.that PrOviders of
space, equipment, and services in the community be contacted every six
months to determine the rates they are' charging for various items. For
example, if space is donated to the program, a local real estate agency was
contacted to determine their present rate fcr rental office space. The rate
they quoted wadused to' determine the value of the donated space. This same
procedure was used to determine-the local rental rate for Zquipment and
furniture as well is the fair market value of supplies donated to the program.
The value of services provided by volunteers was 'to be connected with the
regular rates paid in the communit-Sr for similar work.

Worksheet 2: Staff T1Iie Utiliz'ation Log

For the purposes of this study it.id also important to dete _ine and record the
amount of time. each PDC staff member spends in each functional-category of
die program. Therefore,' a Staff,Time Utilization Log (Worksheet 2) (see next
page) was developed. Each PDC staff member records on the worksheet the
amount of their time spent in each functional category. Once the amount of
staff time is redorded, the dollar value ol t'hat time can be computed.

Procedures for completing the worksheet are as follows:

Each PDC staff member fills out a utilization log for.a period of one 'week.
The log is filled out during a work week that represents a normal distrib'ution
of the employee's time across prograin categories. If the employee-is on
leave anytime during the week which is recorded, other "normal" work days
are substituted.

Each PDC staff member filling out tlie form first fills out the Illock atitfie top
of the form which indicates the normal number of hours that person works ori
PDC activities during a period of one week. For example:

Full-time Staff.:
*

P
n . _

A staff member works the entire eight hours of each day of the
week on PDC activities. This normally adds up to 40 hours.
Each day represented in the week shouldiadct up to eight hours.

8 4
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Full-time/Part-time;

A staff member may work.eight hours ,per day but only normally works'
three of the eight hours "on PDC activities. This staff member should
only record three hours per day for a total of 15 hours for the week.

Part-time:

A staff member only works four hours per day arid normally works
all four hours on,PDC activities. This staff member places 20
hours in the block at the top of the fOrm and each day should repre-
sent four hours. If the employee worked the 20 hours by working
eight hours during two days and four hours during a third day, 20
hours would be recOrded at the top, of the form and eight hours
recorded for days one and two and four hourth for day three.

In summary, it is jmportant that each staff member only record the actual
number of hours spent on PDC activities each day. It is also important that
each staff member not reCord more than 40 hours for any one week. If
more than 40.hours are recorded by any staff member it would distort time
comparisons between .staff members and between PDC projects included in the
entire study. The 40 hours recorded must reflect the proportion of time
expended oneach activity.

Worksheet 3: Personnel Cost Listing

This worksheet (see next page) was designed for the purpose of collecting
salary/wage data on all personnel involved either directly or indirectly N'ith
the PDC effort. .The procedures for completing Worksheet 3 are as fallows:

First, the names and titles/positions of administrative staff, instructional
Staff and support staff are listed in-columns 1 and 2. This data is acquired
directly from the PDC coordinator and,any indiN;idual whose services are
recorded either on the Project Contribution Record (Worksheet 1)0or the Staff
Time Utilization Log will be entered. In addition, any consultants who pro-
vide services to the PDC program onA contractual or volunteer basis would
also be entered.' After identifying the organization which maintains the
payroll recoras tor all the individuals listed, their respective annual
salaries and fringe benefit factors would be recorded in columns 3 and 4. If
their pay is derived from multiple sthirces, these sources would be listed along,
with what percentage of theetotal annual salary each source is responsible for.
Worksheet 4: Transcription Sheets
Worksheet 4 appears on pages,22 end 23 of this section. It is dividedinto
two sections:

A. PDC. Cash Disbursements; and
B. sOther Funding'and Cash Disbursements.

DEvELoncErrr AlisoCIATEs.
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pROJECT DEVELOPMENTAL CONTINUITY (pDC)

COST COLLECTION - SPRING 1977.

PERSONNEL COFT LISTING

WORKSHEET NO. 3

CHECK ONE: PDC IPCPERIMENTAL CONTROL

DATE:

1,, ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

Name Title/Position Annual Ss lag
Fringe
Factor Source(s)



v

- 2 0 -

'

2; INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

Name Title Position Annual Salary Fringe
Factor

Source (s)

A.

_

,

.,

...
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3. SUPPORT STAFF

Name Title /Position Annual Salary
Fringe
Factor

Source(s)

.411

4. CONTRACTED CONSULTANTS/RESOURCE PERSONNEL ' ,

,

Name
Technical
Specialty

.

Average
Daily R ats Contract Period

.

0
Source (s )

,

.

_

I

.

)

-

p

.

...

.
.

,

,

4

8:0



TRANSCRIPTION sggET
PDC Cash Disbursements

ft

Worksheet 4
Page 1

Account No. ProuamCatezon Date Source

411111111

Explanation Amotmt

Ark.

9



.. _ Worksheet 4
.

.TRANSCRIPTION SHEET # Page 2

r) , Other runding and Carib Disbursements . . .
.

.

, ---1
Ac c ount' No . Prozram Catepon \Date Source . Explanation Amount-.

'

.

- .

,

... . .

..,

.

,

. ,

.

,

,

. .

92i
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(

The data for Section A of Worksheet 4 was obtained during site visitakto PDC
projects. -DA's coaf specialist reviewed the project's cash disbursement
journal. Each and,every entry in the project's cash disbursement journal
which. reflected an expenditure during the reporting period was entered on this
worksheet in Section A. The account number, the date, the explanationiof the
expenditure, and the total amount of the expenditure was recorded for each
expenditure found. At the same time, a determination was made as to which
program functional category received the benefits of the expenditures and the
appropriate code was placed in,the second'colurnn of the worksheet.

The procedures for filling out Section B of Worksheet 4 is identical to those
discussed for Section A. The only difference is that Section B contains a
column to indicate the source of other funds or cash donations.

Categorical C t Sheets

Once all four 'worksheets are completed, categorical cost sheets for each
PDC functional category are filled out by 'DA's cost specialists using the data
from the worksheets discussed previously. On the following pages copies of
the categorical cost sheets are presented to provide an indication of the com-
prehensiveness of the data collected at each site by DA's project staff.

v
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CATEGORICAL COST SHEET FOR
S`tz: (category) For:

Cperisx 1 s-metred

Line Item liourty
Rate

if of }fool's on
Category

TOtal Amount
to Category

Source and Type clfunds Utilized
PDC HS Public Schools Other Fed. Otger Loca4

I. Pe:-..a):. el:.

A. B.dgc:.ed PDC staff
*

1.

440

TOTAL ///////////// (/././///////// 0

B. Other (Not Budgeted)

1. Support Personnel ...

. .,
,

TOTAL /WM/WM/NH/WM
2. Volunteers

,

,

.

-, _

,
TOTAL

Po"/WM/Min/WHEW/

Total Personnel COsts > I

.
, .

97



Site :

CATEgORICAL COST SHEET FOR
(category)

Page 2

Line Item
Total Value for Source and Type of Pands Utilized

II. Facilities
A. Space

Stud Period PDC HS Public Schools .0ther Federal Other Local

B. EcNipment and Furniture

416 -4.

C. Utilities, etc.

Total Facility Coas

99



Site:

.CATECORICAL COST SHEET FOR Page 3
(category

Line item
Total Value for
Study Period.

tlater!als ard Supplies
PDC

Scurce and Ty4 of Funds Wired
HS Public Schools j Other Fgderal Other Local

S.

Total Material and Supply Costs

.117 lOi
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CATECORICALCOST SHEET FOR
.

- Page 4
(category)

Line Item ,-
Total Value for

Study Period
Source and TIme of Funds Utilind

FDC HS . J Public SchooLs Other Federal Other Local
IV. Cnnt..:ct Services .

,

. .. .
. . . .

. .

-

, ,,

. . ,
,

. '-
v . ,

i

1

6

.

. . .
r

.

o

t
.

. '

t

6

.
.

.6
,

.
1

r

-

Contract Services CostaTotal

_ . .. .

02



Cite:

'CATEGORICAL COST SHEET FOR
(category). 6

Page S

Line Item Total Valui for
Study Period 'PDC

Source and TYpe of Funds Utilized
HS Public Schools Other Federal Other Local

V. Travel and Transportation

Total Travel and Transportation Coats

-

C RAND TOTALS

104 105
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B. Comparison Control Schools

Three additional instruthents were developed for the col ction of comparison
cost data at.the control schools during the third program year ost study.
These instruments were:

Worksheet 5: Discuss; Guide for 1:Control" Personnel;
Worksheet 6A: Control Programmatic Cost Sheet; and
Worksheet 6B: Control Categorical Cost Sheet.

Worksheet 3, Personnel Cost Listing, developed for the collection of personn\el
'costs at the experimental programs was also used to collect similar data at the
control sChools.

Worksheet 5: Discu sion Guide for "Control" Personnel
f

This instrument was designed to acquire pertinent cost data from the compa_rison
control school principals and Head Start &Actors. DA cost collection specialists
used this instrument as a guide to facilitate the discussion of the ongoing activit(em

'that are taking place among the Head Start through third grade students. The
discussion guide .consista of three major parts:

Part A: Genera). Operational Data;.
Part B: Checklist of Funding Programs; and
Part C: Description of School Activities.

f

Part A provides three tables for tabulating the number of classes, students,
teachers, aides, and support and administrative personnel at the Head Start
through third grade, level at tne control center or school.

3

Part B pxavides a checklist of-all possible federal and state funding programs
that could possibly have an affect upon the control student gr(oup.

Part C is a checklist of school activities over and above those\ services provid..il
by the rnesular classroom instruction. The checklist of 22 items provides the
DA interviewer wi'ch the ineans of discussing major educational and support
activities that may be taking place among the control group. The related costs
(personnel, c.lctlittes, materia40, services, and travel) for each of these
activities are to be acquired while proceeding through the discussion. If the
lndivtdual being tntervie does not know, followup interviews were to be held
Ari.:h central admtntatr ive ad support acttvity personnel who may have the
cost information ne

106
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<Worksheet 6A: Control/Programmatic Cosi Sheet'

This worksheet was designed to tabulate the federal, state, and COcally funded
programs and activities at the control schools and break out the coat data
among the live major cost accounting categories -- personnel, space and
equipment, supplies and materials, contract services, and travel and trans.
portation. All of the data necessa.ry wae derived from the discussion guide
worksheet.

Worksheet _6,B: Control Categprical Cost Sheet

This worksheet utili ed the aggregate cost accounting category cost data from
Worksheet 6A and distributes.these costs among the services components
established for the PDC prograni.s. This categorization of co3ts is done
'solely by the DA cost collection specialists combining hisiber intimate know-
ledge of the standard definitions and his/her onsite visitation experience at each
of the comparison control Head Start centers or elementary schools.

)

,
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENTAL CONTINUITY (PDC)

DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR 'CONTROL!' PERSONNEL

DATE:

CENTER/SCHOOL

SCHOOL DISTRICT: , STATE:
. . .

DIRECTOR/PRINCIPAL: INTERVIEWER: ll

olf.

PART Ai- GENERAL dPERATIONAL DATA

1 . EDUCATIONAL DATA A HS 1 2 3 TOTAL
a. No. of Claseess
b. No. of Students
c. No. of Full-Time Teachers
d. No. of Part-Time Teachers
e. No: of Full-Time Aides

. No. of Pare-Time Aides

(

(

(

(

)*
1*

)*

.

.

. SUPPORT PERSONNEL DATA PART-TIME ( ) FULL-TIME (_ .

-a.,
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Other: i.
j.
k.

Medical/Dental Coordinator (s)
Psychologist (s)
Nuise. (s)
Speech Therapist (s)
Nutritionist (s)
food Service Personnel ,

Social Worker (s)
Maintenance

.

.

.

-

,.

'.'-.
-

3. ADMINISMRATION DATA PART-TIME ( FULL-TIME ( )*
a.
b.
c.
d.
9.

g.
1.

Other: h.
i.
.1-

.1c.

Principal/Director ,

Asiistant Principal (s ) /Deputy
Clerk-Typist (s)
Bookkeeper, (s)
Receptionist (s) .

Administrative Aide
Business Manager _

Accountant

,

.

.

.

;

dc

,

.-

*Specify the number of horns per week for each position.

1
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PART B - CHECKLIST OF FEDERAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS AND TOTAL FUNDING

1. -El.EMENTARY AND SECONDARY luCATION ACT OF 1965 Public Law 89-10 .

$ - I I a. Title I - Financial Assistance t4o,cal Educational Agencies f Education
of Children of Low-Income Families.

Title I- Migrarit Amendment

Title II - School Library Resources; Yextbooks, and Other Instructinal Materials.

Title M - Supplementary Educational Centers and Services; Guidance,
Counseling, and Testing.

e. Title IV- Libraries, Learning Resources, Ecipcational Innovation and Support.

. Title VII - Bilingual Education Programs.

g. Title IX - Ethnic Heritage Programs .

2. INDIA:N EDUCATItoN ACT,

$ I I

3. EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID ACT.

I

4. EI5UCATK5N OF THE HANDICAPPED ACT, FART B

$

5. NATIONANCHOOL LUNCH AC'S

6. CHILD NUTRITION ACT OF 1966 - Pre-School Amendment

7. IMPACT AID (P.L. 8741

1
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7. SCHOOL ASSISTANCE IN FEDERALLY AFFECTED AREAS - Public Law 874

Ia. Title I - `Financial Assistance for Local Education, Agencies in Areas
Affected by Federal Activity. .

Title Financial `Assisthnce to Local Iducation Agencies for Education
. o Chi ldreis of,Low-Income Fau1ies (Same.as Title I of the..
Elementary and Seconda ducoh Wei'of 1965).

c. Title III - Financia istance' to lxical Educational Agencies for the
Edncation of IRdian Children.

8. VOCATIONAL EDUCA ON ACT QE 1963, AS AMENDED

e-

I.

9. CIVIL RIGHTS TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND TRAINING (EEO)

10. STATE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS (Specify)

I a-

a

e,

I

e.

f.
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PART C - DESCRIBCON OF SCHOOL ACTIVITIES OVER AND ABOVE MOSE SERVICES PROVIDED BY
THE REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHING.

(

1. School Administra

2. Evaluation/Diagnostic Activities

Educational Planning

ptLearning ability

Handica d

3. Special Education Activities
disturbed., etc. )

4. Bilingual/Bicultural or Multicultural Activities

(handilltsed, learning disability emotionally

S. Language

6. Art

7. Music

Physical Education

9. Nutrition Education

10. Field Trips'

'11. Resource Specialists Utilization

12. Health Anessments

13. Health Record Maintenance

14. Medical Services

15. Dental Services

16. Psychological Services

17. Nutrition Services (e. g. , free or donated meals or snacks)

18. Social Services (referrals, counseling, donated clothes, etc,. )

19. Teacher Training

20. Staff Training

21. Parent Involvement

Training

Volunteering

22. Community Resource Involvement

111
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PRC`C R A I/ ACTIVITY

I. FEDI RAL

PROJECT DEVELOPMENTAL CONTINUITY (PDC)

CONTROL PROCZAMMATICCOST SHEET GA

LINE Kams
PEI

SPACE G SUOLIES G
LSONNEL

. I EQUIPMENT MATERIALS

CONTRACT
SERVICLS

Pag6 I of 3

TIIAVEL G
TRANSP.

TOTAL

tr
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PROJECT DEVELOPRENTAL CONTINU/TY (PDC)

CONTROL 'ROGRAMMATIC COST SHEET 6/\

Page 2 of 3

P ROG RA M/AC T IVITY

IL STATE

LINE ITEMS
PERSONNEL

SPACE &

WI PM EiIT
SUPPLIES G
MATERIALS

CONTRACT TRAVEL &

SERVICES TRANSP.
TOTAL



ifPROJECT DEVELOPMENTAL CONTINUITY (PDC)

CONTROL PROC.RAMNIATIC COST SHEET GA

' Paio 3 of 3

LINE ITEMS
PERSONN EL

SPACE G

--EOUIPMENT

SUPPLIES G

MATERIALS

CONTRACT
SERVICES

TRAVEL G

TRANSP.
OTT AL

PROCR 1 \ I ACTIVITY

III. I OcAL

. .
r

. . .

,
.

,..

i ..

. ,

-

,
,

,

,

4

. .

,

' .
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENTAL CONTINULTY (PDC)

CONTROL CATEGORICAL COST SHEET 611
. 1r"

CATEGORY
LINE ITEMS

..

1.1
MEDICAL/
DENTAL

1. 2
TZTTRITION

1. 3
SOCIAL,

SERVICES

2. 0
EDUCATION

3. 0
PARENT

4. 0
HANDICAPPED

5. 0
BILINGUAL

L. 6. 0
ADMINISTRA -

TION

7. 0. ,

TAAINING

,

TOTAL

I. PERSONNEL

, IL SPACE AND
EQUTPMENT

III. SUPPLIES ARD
MATERIALS

IV. CONTRACT
SERVICES

V . TRAVEL AND
TRANSPORTATION

'

TOTAL

-

3

. .

,

I

,

,

,

1

f

.

'

'

,

-

.

.

\ \

/
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Appendix III

III. STANDARD DEFINITIONS USED FOR PDC COST STUDY

Th 4 seo stan;!f, dard terminolOgy in,Shis cost study was important ii accurate
da a was to be collected and compared across all PDC programs. The more
detailed the definition of terms, the easier it was to record cost data in the
proper category. The standard definitions of program functional ca.tegories
included in this section and used for this study were developed directly from
the PDC guidelines.

The terk-ns used in this 'cost study are defined on the following pages. They
are:

PROGRAM FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIES

- SOURCES OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES

PDC Funds
Head Start Funds
Public School Funds
Other Federal Funds
Other Local Funds

',PERSONNEL

PDC Staff
Donated Support Staff
Volunteers

CONTRACT SERVICES

TRAVEL AND/OR TRANSPORTATION

Employee Travel Within Community
Employee Travel Out of Town
Beneficiary.Travel and Transportation

IIANDICAPPiING CONDITIONS

21)
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DFINITONS OF FUNCTIONAL CATEGOIIIES

1.0 Developmental Support Services

1. 1 Hea.lth Services t

Activities of planning, developing, and implementing the delivery and
referral of needed medical, dental, psychological services which
insures that as much continuity as possible exists in provision of
services.

Planning, de&eloping, anctimplementing activities whick insures thai
the health servic s areicislivered by the ongoing community health
system. I

Planning, aevel trig, and implementing activities'which insures that
the c'hildren's social-emotional needs are rnet on a daily supportive
basis by teachers and parents. Providing profe&Isional support for
individual children in crisis situations.

Specific exarnples of activities included in this cktegoryl dental care;
medical oare; mental health care; a contribution of toothbrushes; a
nurseproviding classroom dernonstrations on health care to the
children.

Specific examples of activities excluded,from this category: training'
for 'staff in health education.

1.2 Nutrition 4exvices

Activities of planning, developing, and implementing the delivery and
referral of nutritional serviees which insures that as much continuity
as possible exists in the provision of services.

Specific examples of activities include4 inthis category: foodstuff; the
services of a nUtritionist not involved in staff training; personnel in- ,

in preparing food; nutritional training for parents.

Specific examples of activities excluded from this category: staff training
related to nutriyion which is credited to the preservice or inservice train-
ing category.

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCiATES, Mc.
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1.3 Social Services.

Activities of planning, developing, and implementing the delivery and
referral of.aocial services which insures as'much continuity as possiblr
exists in the provision of service.

Specifid examples of activities included in this category: contacting
various agencies for participation, assessing the social service needs
of families and children served; assisting a family in appliri,ng fo"r social
services such as welfare, enrollment of children.

Specific examples of activities excluded from this categvy: staff train-
ing related to Social services which is credited to the training category;
arranging necessary health care for children which is credited to the,
health category.

=

2, 0 .Education

Activities which reflect a philosophy of concern for the total child and a)
approach to teaching which recognizes the value of individualized instruction.
Providing experiences for children-which are appropriate to'.their develop,-
mental levels, interest's, and needs, and facilitate the healthy physical,
intellectual, and social-emotional growth of each child..

-Planning, developing, and implementing appropriatp strategies for providing
continuity in the educational and developmental experiences Of children, with
specifib reference to fostering social coMpetence and,achieving comprehensive
long-range goals.

Planning, developing, and implementing.preschool and school philosophies
which are compatible regarding learning style's and approaches to teaching.

Planning, developing, and implementing an overall curriculum approach or
conceptual framework which provides for educational experiencds that are
developmentally appropriate to*facilitate the teaching an rning of the basic
skills needed for reading, writing, and computation.

Specific examples of activities included in this category: classrpom instruc-
tion, curriculum development, lesson planning, discussion of ctild's progress
with parents, child evaluation and recording of progress.

Specific examples of a ctivitie's' excluded from' this category: all training; in-
chiding training in curriculum whidh is credited 'io the training category;
special attention given to children with handicaps Which is creditedlto the
handicapped and learning disabilities category.
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'3.0 Parent Involvement

I ' IF
Activities of planning, developing, and implementing a coordinated parent pro-
gram with and for the parents of children of preschool through early primary
years providing for shared learning experiences between parents and staff with
a primary emphaSts on developing new approaches, which support and enhance
the parents,' role as the principal influence in their children's education' and
developrnelit.

,Speibific ac ities included in this catweiory: arranging for parents to partici-.
pate in progAth planning-, t a -Lug for parents in deciiiOn-making, the
expenses of parent repres ntatives attending a national conference.

'Specific a tivities excluded from this category:, a teacher's time in reviewing
at, child's rogress with a parent.

4.0 Services for Handicapped Children and
Children with Learning Disabilities

Activities which provide for the coordination of prografns and services for ,

handicapped children and children with learning disabilities. These services
must be proyided within the context of the regular Head Start/preschool and
school program, with appropriate special services made avaiaable. This will
not precl de, the child from receiving appropriate services outside the class-
roam n this is necessary to meet-his needs.

The term "handicapped children" means mentally retarded, hard of hearing,
deaf, speech impaired, visually handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed,
crippled, or other health' impaired children who by reason tkereof require,
special education a:rid related services.

-

ActiNiities which involve assessing the needs of "handicapped children" and
proyiding special services.

Specific examples of activities included in thi# category: the provision of
special equipment to allow for the "handicapped child's" participation, the use
of a spacial education teacher, the professional assessment of "handicapped
children. "

Specific examples of activities excliaded from this category: staff training
which is credited to the training category, and individualized instruction by a
classroom teacher of a "handicapped" child within the normal classroom
setting,.
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5.0 Services for Bilihgual/Bicultural hildren

Activities Which coordinate special services to meet the educational and special
social-emotionalmeeds of the children and enrich and expand upon the strengths
that the children bring to a new learning situation.

For purposes of this study, bilingual children are defined as children whose
use and comprehension of the English language are limited, and who speak a
language otherjhan English at horrie-r-

Specific examples of activities included in this category: the development or
purchase o'f bilingual/bicultUral m terials, assessment of bilingual/bicultural
children.

,

,

Specific examples of activities excluded from this category: staff training in
bilingual/bicultural curriculum areas which is credited to the training category,
educatiOnal plannrng for all children includiu BL/BC children which is-credited
to the educational category.

6. 0 Administration

Activities of planning, developing, implementing, and maintaining communica-
tion and coordination between the Head Start and elementary schdol(s) admin-
istration and teaching staff.

Activities related to the following functions:

Providing program direction, management, superirision,
and coordination.

General program planning

program reportin

Gerieral fund raising

public relations.

related to specific categories.

Legal consultation and advice (not related to client problems

Meetings, conferences, and conventions (not related to a
specific category).

DEVELOPMENT, ASSOCIATES, INC.
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General staff meetings.

Office mana g em ent .

Personnel procurement.

Accounting, auditing, bookkeeping.
;

Record keeping (not related to clientg).

Purchasing and distribution of supplies and equipment.

Reception, switchboard, mail distribution, filing, and other
offices services.

Orienting and training administrative volunteers (other than
clients)-and students seelting curriculum credit.

Janitorial services.

Maintenance.

Security servic'es.

Specific examples of activities included in this category: preparation: of budget
for refunding proposal, reporting to-OCD, evaluation of staff performance,
coordinating meeting with PDC principal acting as host to visitors interested
In PDC; staff atten,ding PDC Council meeting. "Activities related to external
program evaluations.

Specific examples of activities excluded from this category: staff tratmng,
maintaining records on a child's educational progress, planning daily class-
room activities.

7. 0 Preservicei 'and Inqervice Training

Training, for the purpose of this study, is defined as an educational activity
which is premeditated, is within the scope of the program's training plan, and
is designed to increase the knowledge, Skills, and capability of PDC staff,
support personnel, and volunteers.

Activitieincluded in this category are:
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Planning, developi, ahcl implementing training which facilitates
an understanding of the continuum of child development for pre-
school and primary teachers and will promote a coordinated
approach to teaching. This includes training for specific subject
matter and grade levels.

Planning, developing, and implementing training which provides
an indepth understanding of the principles and continuity of child
growth and development and a thorough understanding of the inter-
relatedness of intellectual anc1a.fctive development of children.

Planning, developing, and implementing training which is oriented
to meeting the developmental needs of the total child and includes
information related to supportive medical, dental, psychological,

' nutritional, and social services, and to working with parents.

Credit for preservite and inservice training should be recorded as the result
of the activity performed and not the subject covered.' For example,' a work-
shop for PDC staff and/or.Support personnel on, subject matter which is
normally considered within the educational coYnponent (such as curriculum
development) would not be credited to the educational component, but would be
credited.to the training component (the activity performed -- training-).

Volunteers who were included _in staff training were not considered PDC staff
but th ir training activity was credited to Preservice and Inservice Training.
If a wo kshop was conducted for the purpose of training parents, the activity
would b credited to the Parent Involvement category. .The following points
should be noted:

"Staff training" is an activity conducted for PDC staff,
support personnel, and volunteers only.

Workshops conductect'for volunteers and support staff are
credited to the Preservice and Inservice Training category.

Workshops conducted for parents are credited to the
Parent Involvement' category.

The subject matter covered by any of the above situations
is never considered when determining what category to
credit the activity to.

1213
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SOURCES OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES

PDC FUNDS

For this study, PDC funds are those that are within.the prograrn'S
budget. Only those expenditureil.which are directly 'charged to the pro-
gram and which deplete the program's budget are consideTed PDC funds.
All other expenses that may, for example, be paid for by the PDC
Regional or National Office are considered OTHER FEDERAL FUNDS
(see below).

s

or this study, Head Start funds are those which are 'expended and
ectly charged to the Head Start program's budget. An example ià the

fun used to pay for Head Start teachers. lf, however, Head-Start
teach rs are paid for by botb PDC and Head Start, both accounts are
noted as having paid for the teacher's services using the appropriate
ratio.

PUBLIC SCHOOL FUNDS

For this study, public school funds are only those expenditures of the
local public school which in same way impacts the PDC or its bene-
ficiaries. For example, the local public school may finance a special
education tea/cher for PDC or it may provide office space for the PDC
coordinator and his or her staff.

OTHER FEDERAL FUNDS

Federal funds utilized that are not specilically budgeted for the local
Head Start and/or PDC Ftrograms. Examples: Funds from the National
OCD Office, as well as federal funds from any and all other sources
such as Title I and IV-A, Department of Labor funds and Other HEW
funds.

Examples of Some Other Federal Funding:

Federal School Lunch Program (school sys.tems);
Special Food Services Program (non-school);
Title I Education and Food (school systems);
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.
.

Title IV-A (.dAy care paymenta)±;
*Commodity Food; .

i Special Federal Health Programs for young children;
Health Start; . .

Community Mental Health (federally funded); and
Vocational Education.

9THER STATE AND LOCAL FUNDS

Any service and/or comrnYdity donated to the PDC by any agency not
included in the categories mentioned above. Any non-federal matching
required by the Head Start program should be included in this category.

Examples of Some Other Local Funding:

Adult Education;
Health Department;
Department of Public Welfare;
United Fund (family services);
Salvation Army
All city departments;
Mental Health (locally or state funded);
Local medicq.l society;
Local dental society;
State day care funding;
Local colleges and universities;
Local and state extension services;
Local housing authority;
Private individuals; and
Private businesses. ,

PERSONNEL

PDC STAFF

Personnel who derive all or part of their salary or wages from the PDC
budget are considered PDC staff. Persons working with PDC but are
not salaried in any way by the PDC are considered "DONATED SUPPORT

,PERSONNEL."

.'.'Could also be called Welfare Day Care Payments.
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DONATED SUPPORT PERSON1\1EL

Donated Support Personnel are those who work with PDC but are not paid
out of the PDC budget. For example, CAP directors, accounting.per-
sonnel, and other specialis ) s.(such as' various component coordinators)
who spend small amounts o their timer working, on problems and issues
of PDC but are paid by other funds. TMs tvay also include clerical sup-
port. The amount and value of their time should be recorded and com-
puted on the Project Contributions Form ,(Worksheet 1)

_VOLUNTEERS

A volunteer is defi ed as a person who works in a regular and routine
pattern in some pr. grarn function but is neither an employee of a parent
organization nor paid a salary or fee bll the program. A volunteer parti-
cipates without legal obligation and r6-elyes no compensation of value
such as promotion, money, fulfillment ofidegree requirements, child
care service or any^other consideration. Thus, students are not included
as volunteers when they are part of a work-study arrangement in which
they gain curriculum credit. Religious personnel are not included as
volunteers. Children wilt are enrolled in the program but perform some '

duties are not included as volunteers.

CONTRACT SE-RVICES

Contracted Services are defined as those services that a program would obtain
on a contractual basis if it did not hire its own staff to perform such services,
e.g., catering food, the 'services of a physician, auditor, etc. When,such
services 'are given by individuals or firms either free of charge or at reduced
rates, they are to be considered as project contributions and recorded and com-
puted as such on Worksheet 1. This.category also included consultant's ser-
Vices paid for by the PDC.

TRAVEL AND/OR TRANSPORTATION EXPENDITURES

Expenditures in this category will most likely fall into the following three sub-
categories:

EMPLOYEE TRAVEL WITHIN COMMUNITY

This includes local transportation and parking costs such as bus or taxi
fares and reimbursement for use of personally owned automobiles only
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for those personnel specifically authorized to travel for PDC purposes
within the community served by the grantee. 'Included as reimbursement
for personally owned automobiles are costs of gasoline, oil,and other
;Erect automobilç expense preferably reimbursed on a flat mileage rate,
plus actual parking expense incurred during local travel.

Also included are local travel allowances to certain employees specific;
ally approved as to duties and amount by the governing board, based
upon sampling of actual local travel coits for such persons. Not in-
cluded are any nontransportation or nonparking expenses incurred in
connection with local travel such as meals, telephone Calls, supplies,
etc. These items will be accounted for by other categories.

EMPLOY1(..E TRAVEL OUT OF TOWN

This includes all transportation costs and reimbursable nontransporta-
tion costs incurred by personnel while traveling on specifically
authorized assignments away from the community served:by the PDC.
Included are air, rail,or bus fares between destinations; taxi; limousine,
or bus fares to and from terminals and locations within cities visited,
as well as transportation-related costs such as extra fees for baggage.

Also included are per diem payments or costs of meals,and lodging while
in trairel status, as well as other costs related to travel such as PDC
business-related telephone calls; registration fees at seminars or pro-
fessional meetings, minor postage and other PDC business costs.

Charges that are not included in this category are costs of supplies or
publications purchased during travels which should be 'accounted for in
other appropriate categories. Other expenditures that are not con-
siderecr for this"category are:

personal items such as personal telephone calls, laundry,
entertainment, etc. , personal transportation costs within
cities visited which are not related to PDC business, such
such as transportation to a particular restaurant or to visit
friends at night; any costs for meals and lodging in excess
of $25.00 per day (proratedcfor partial days) are included
where authorized by PDC governing board in lieu of actual
colt reimbursement. Also not included are costs of any
travel not specifically related to PDC programs or
administration.

I
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BENEFICIARY,TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION

This includes cost of local public transportation to move beneficiaries
from one site to another during the day or to provide beneficiaries who
would otherwise be unable to participate in programs or services with
transportation to and from site of grantee programs or services. In
rare instances, where no public transportation is available, private
transportation (such as taxi or chartered bus for groups) may also be.
'included. Not included are nontransportation cdsts and personal ex-
penses of beneficiaries. In'extremely rare circumstances beneficiary
out-of-town travel may be included where properly approved for pro-
gram purposes.

Also included in this category are costs related to beneficiary travel
other than transportation such as refreshments where groups of
beneficiaries are enroute from one local site to another and, in very
rare instances, out-of-iown meals.and lodging where properly approved.

DEFINITIONS OF HANDICAPPINd CONDITIONS
FROM HEW, OFFWE OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT

BLINDNESS

A person shall be considered legally blind whose central acuity does not ex-
ceed 20/200 in the better eye, with correcting lenses, or whose visual acuity
is greater than 20/200, but is accompanied by a limitation in the field of vision
such that the widest diameter of the visual field subtends an'angle of no greater
than 20 degrees.

VISUAL IMPAIRMENT

A person shall be considered visually impaired whose central acuity, with
corrective lenses, does not exceed 20/70 in either eye, but who is not blind;
or whose visual acuity is greater than 20/70, but is accompanied by a limita-
tion in the field of vision such that the widest diameter of visual field subtends
an angle of no greater than 140 degrees.

DEAFNESS

A person shall be -cbnsidered legally deaf Whose hearing loss is greater than
92 decibels in the better,ear.
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HEARING IlvIPAIRMENT

A person shall be considered hearing impaired whose hearing loss is greater
than 15 decibels in either ear, but is not deaf.

PHYSICAL HANDICAP

Physically handicapped refers to those children who exhibit conditions which
prohibit or impede normal development of gross or fine motor abilities Such
conditions include, but are not limited to, cerebral Palsy, loss of limbs, de-

.formed lirnbs, and spina bifida.

SPEECH IMPAIRMENT

Speech impaired children include those who have a physical defect or psychologi-
cal disorder that prevents clear, intelligible speech, who are mute or cannot

stalk, or who have cleft palate. :Please do not include here, children whose pri-
mary or most serious handicap, in your judgment, is deafness. Also excluded
from this category gre children for whom English is, or would be, a secondr,
laAguage.

OTHER HEALTOR DEVELOPMENTAL IMPAIRMENT

These impairments refer to such chronic health problems ap epilepsy, hemo-
philia, leuicemia, respiratory diseases, sickle cell anemia; or severe cas,es
of asthma, severe cardiac conditions, severe anemia or malnutrition; or
neurological disorders or other disorders which impede learning.

MENTAL RETARDATION

A child shall be considered mentally retardedwho, during the early develop
mental period, exhibits general, sub-average intellectual functioning to a
significant degree, accompanied by impairment in adaptive behavior.

SERIOUSsEMOTIONAL DISTURBANCE

A child shall be considered seriously erriotionally disturbed who has been
diagnosed as having an identifiable psychosis; or whose behavior is extremely
disruptive to the learning process for himself or other children over extended
periods of time; or whose behavior manifests extreme withdrawal from social
interaction over extended periods of time.
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